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ABSTRACT

Pol icymakers currentìy lack the information necessary to determine

the impacts of Canadian pesticide registration requirements on new prod-

uct registration. The foundation for a multivariate regression modeì is

developed based on a hypotheticaì structure which is consistent with re-

ceived economic theory. The resulting structure may be tested and quan-

ti tative parameter estimates may be obtai ned once the requi red data i s

deve ì oped .

The principal objective of the thesis is to develop an understanding

of how pestic¡de regulations may alter the expected costs and revenues

associated with registering a new pesticide entity. An analysis of mar-

ket structure i nd i cates that Canad i an pest i c i de markets are served by

subsidiaries of ìarge multinational firms that concentrate their sales

efforts on the large u.S. market. As a result many of the RED activi-

ties ìeading to a new entity for the U.S. market need not be duplicated

to obtain Canadian registration. However, efficacy, residue, and envi-

ronmental data unique to Canadian conditions do need to be generated.

The work postulates a profit maximizing firm and thus the decision to

proceed with Canadian development is significantly influenced by the ex-

pected costs of RED relative to expected sales revenue.

The conceptuaì framework postulates the existence of a representative

pesticide firm, which is assumed to maximize expected profit in deter-

mi ni ng the level of R6D output. Furthermore, i t i s assumed the f i rm



makes its development decisions in an uncertain environment. Expected

R&D cost and return functions are specified, and each is assumed to be a

function of a unique set of exogenous variables.

Discounted expected RED costs are hypothesized to be a function of

the R6D wage, the cost of obtaining the candidate entity from the parent

firm, the degree of technical difficulty, the expected number of uses

developed from the same entity, the number of candidate entities avaiì-

able to the firm in a given period, and regulatory stringency.

Discounted expected returns are hypothesized to be a function of crop

acreage, real wage of pest controì labor, the price of the agricultural

commodity produced, the level of advertising expenditures, the relative

price of the new entity, a qual ity variabìe measured by differences in

yield savings between pesticides, firm size, and reguìatory stringency.

For both functions, regulatory stringency is measured by the estimated

number of months from appì ication to regulatory approval.

An empirical test of

vere constraints in the

even the cooperation of

el imi nate al I probl ems

saggregat i on needed for

the model could not be performed because of se-

data. An ana I ys i s of data qua ì i ty conc I uded that

pesticide firms in suppìying data would not

concerning verification and the leveì of d¡-

such a test.
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Chapter I

I NTRODUCT I ON

Pesticides are considered an indispensabìe input for Canadian agri-
culture by nany farmers and agroìogists. This sentiment has been ex-

pressed both by pest control scientists (see Hay, lgBO; Turnock and Sam_

borski, .l980), and by respected professional organizatìons (see

Agricuìtural lnstitute of Canada, l98l; Expert Committee on l,{eeds,

ì980). The growth ìn the quantity of agriculturaì pesticides annuaììy

appl ied over the previous three decades, ês shown by Figure l.l, pro-

vides a concrete express ion of this bel ief. Agr icul ture Canada, the

federal agency responsible for pesticide regu'lation, appears to share

this view as i I lustrated by the fol ìowing statements:

Canadian agricuìture, as we know it today, couldn,t survivewithout pesticides. production wouìd drop drastical ly becauseof i nsect damage, d i sease outbreaks and weed i nfestat i ons ofcrop lands. some crops would be impossible to grow on a com-mercial scaìe.r

0ne fact that comes through very cìearìy is that pesticides
are now, and wi ì ì be in the forseeabìe future, an integral and
essent i al part of most ex i st i ng pest control systems.2

These same groups have aìso expressed concern regarding possible hu-

man heaìth and environmenta.! hazards associated with pesticide use.

Fears have been raised that some pesticides may be carcinogens.

Agr i cu I ture Canada ,

Agr i cu I ture Canada,
0ttawa, 1973, p.5

Let 's Ta ì k about Pest i c i des, no date.

Pesticides: flgll lmptications For Aoriculture,

¡

-l
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0ther concerns re I ate to the impacts

3

of pest i c i des on non-target organ-

isms (Agriculturaì lnstitute of Canada, ì99ì; Canadian Federation of Ag_

r ícuì ture, 1973) , The federal government's response to these concerns

has been to estabì ish a sophisticated registration process to determine

if the pesticide may be sold in canada. The key element in the reguta-

tory evaluation of a pesticide product is the submissìon of scientific
data in support of regi stration.

New pesticide registrations may be broadìy defined to include new

chemicaì entities (NCE's), new uses, and new brands. Such registrations

may be desirable for a number of reasons. The use of NCE's or of new

uses for an existing product may uti ì ize fewer resources than alterna-
tive pest control methods. Replacements may be needed for existing pes-

ticides which have been rendered ineffective by pest resistance or re-

moved by regulatory action. The newly registered pesticide may possess

improved product attributes such as rower appr ication rates, decreased

toxicity, persistencer or increased ease of use or compatibi I ity with
other pesticides. Finaìly, the introduction of NCE'sr ñ€w uses, or new

brands may reduce aggregate pest control expendi tures provided that
firms compete for market share by reducing price. Alternativeìy, new

íntroductions could increase aggregate expenditures ¡f pesr.¡cide firms
prefer to compete through product d i fferent i at i on and promot i on. 3,a

The above d i scuss i on i gnores the costs assoc i ated wi th hea I th and en-vironmentaì impacts. Presumably, the granting of a registration meansthat the reguìators are satisfied that the reiource saùings associatedwith use of the registered compound exceed these costs. ln this case,the reìevant consíderations are as above.

lncreased promotional expenditures by the entrant could be desirable
when the estabìished firm attempts to bìock entry through predatory



Two recent
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Two recent incidents i ì lustrate the impact of the increasing sophis-

t¡cation of Canadian regi stration requirements on the costs incurred by

pestícide firms to maintain their product registrations. The first in-

cident relates to the effects of increasing technologicaì soph¡sticat¡on

on the requirements necessary to maintain existing pesticide reg¡stra-

tions. Using state-of-the-art test equipment not avai lable at the time

of initial registration of 2,À-D, Agriculture Canada scientists detected

some dioxin contaminants in certain product samples containing this pes-

tic¡de (Agriculture Canada, 0ctober l980). These contaminants were

shown to be of lower mammaìian toxicity than 2,à-D itseìf (Agricuìture

lnstitute of Canada, 'l981, p.7). However, the public tended to identify

these contaminants wi th the related 2,3,7,8-tetrachloro dibenzo-p-dioxin

(TcDD), discovered in the herbicide 2,\,5-r, but not in 2,À-0. American

studies had concluded TCDD was highly toxic and capable of causing birth
defects in rats. Links between the use of 2,\,5-r and birth defects in
humans were alleged. ln response to public concerns, the Canadian gov_

ernment placed an immediate ban on the saìe by basic manufacturers of

ester forms of 2,4-D shown to contain dioxins, and required that aìl
2,4-D material be free of dioxin contamination by 1982 (Agricuìture Can-

ada, January lgBl). The requirement was ìater modified to a maximum

contamination I irnit of o.oì parts per mill ion (ppm) ref lecting the ,lim-
¡ted abi I i ty to both manufacture and moni tor at below the o.ol ppm.

leveì.rr5

pricing. ln such a
low the entrant to
cost.

¡ Agr i cu I ture Canada,
28, tggt

case, successful product differentiation might al-
charge a price sufficient to cover average total

"2,4-D lleasures for t982,', Þ,g, F-Sg, September
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ln the second case, concerns were raised about the val idi ty of test

data used to support pesticide registrations. ln 1977, u.s. regulatory

audits discovered that test datar gêñerâted by lndustrial Bio-Test Labo-

ratories (lBT) were inval id in some cases. Canadian authorities deter-

mined that approximately 80 pest¡cides registered for Canadian use were

supported by suspect IBT data. As a result:

Al I of the IBT data which supported registration of these
chemicals had to be re-val idated by the companies invoìved and
at their expense. lf they failed to do so, whether it was be-
cause a product couìd not meet the required standards or be-
cause the market would not support the high cost of re-val i-
dat i ng the data, the reg i strat i on of the product wou ì d be
ìifted and it could no longer be soìd in Canada.ó

These incidents suggest that the Canadian government is requiring

pest¡cide firms to undertake additional testing to meet the demands of

increased technological sophistication and of growing pubì ic concerns.

Given the government's previousìy stated position that pesticides are an

essential input to Canadian agriculture, âh important publ ic pol icy di-
lemma emerges. Previous discussions of this probìem have adopted the

view that a simpìe trade-off exists between new registrations and addi-

tional test¡ng requirements. 0n the one hand, the government wishes to

encourage the registration of new pesticides for Canadian agriculture.
At the same time, data requirements become ever more demanding to ensure

the safety of existing and new products. Assum¡ng that the generation

of such data is costly, then increasing regulatory requirements discour-

age new pestic¡de registration.

' Canadian Agricultural Chemicals
Reliabiì itv of Contracr f-g$!_1g.,

Assoc i at i on, After I BT: The Rol e
0ttawa, .l982, p. I

and
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ilembers of the Canadian pesticide industry have expressed such a view

as earlY as 19712

The requi rements that i ndustry should ful f i I I should not be
extended to the point where research and development of new
compounds are curtai led completely nor shouìd industry be ex-
pected to carry aìl of the costs of research that is now or
wi I I be needed i n future. The ever i ncreas i ng cost burden
will eventually resuìt in a complete withdrawal of companies
from the agricuìturaì pesticide research field.?

To strengthen its case, the industry offers the following estimates:

To obta i n reg i strat i on, manufacturers may have to spend as
long as l0 years and as much as s20 million in satisfying the
requirements of Federaì Agricuìture, Health protection, Fish-
er i es, Env i ronment and Wi I d I ¡ fe experts. !

However, this argument ignores severaì factors which may significant-

ly affect the number of new pesticides attempting to obtain Canadian

registration. The first set of factors relate to the role of the world

pesticide industry ín supplying the canadian market, the large size of

the United States market, and the resulting impact on the expected costs

of Canadian pesticide development. The second set of factors influence

the deveìoping firms' expectations of the value of returns accruing from

the sale of the new product.

Rather than separate companies serving national markets, the world

pesticide market is primari ly served by large muìtinational firms. Chap-

ter 2 identifies these firms and descríbes their role in Canada in
terms of the structure of the industry. The main conclusions to be drawn

from this description are that all of the dominant firms are directìy

G.S. Cooper, Proceedinqs, Agricuturaì
by Canad i an reãñGJî ngi i cu I ture,
view,0ttawa, l,lay 1973, p,32

Pesticide society, l97l, cited
Pest Control in Canada : A Re-

Canadian Agriculturaì Chemicals Association, Lesticides: A position
Statement, 0ttawa, no date, p.3

ìl
ìl
:

li:i
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rectly represented in Canada through subsidiaries, and that these

aries act primari ly as distributors. Furthermore, êVidence is

presented to demonstrate that the United States market comprises a large

share of the world market, Pãrticularly for herbicides and insecticides.

The Canadian market is comparativeìy smaì l. Comparisons between the two

countries of croPPing systems suggest that pesticides with large volumes

of Canadian use tend to serve much larger markets in the United States.

Finaìly' American pesticide registration requirements have become more

stringent during the same time period as their Canadian counterparts.

Al I of this evidence suggests that American regulatory reguirements may

strongly influence the number of new pest¡cide entities available to at-

tempt Canadian registration. Equal ly important, this evidence impl ies

that the costs of Canadian RED are much less than is stated by the in-

dustry. Such an argument is constructed in Chapter 2.

The rtradeoff' view of pesticide regulation also ignores factors

which infìuence the expected vaìue of returns accruing to the developing

firm. One broadìy defined set of factors are those that influence the

demand for al I pesticide products. For example, the size of pesticide

markets appear to be an important determinant of the types of entities
that attempt registration. Evidence is presented in Chapter 2 that only

compounds with a wide spectrum of activity, and serving large use mar-

kets, are developed by pesticide firms. Furthermore, the empiricaì

studies reviewed in Chapter 2 suggest that a firmts decision to continue

development of a given compound is directìy reìated to the expected size

of market share. The pricing and promotionaì strategies of the developer

and i trs r ival s determi ne the expected market share.

,.-:.
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l¡ sufir it would appear that it is the expected revenues from the

sale of the new product in Canada relative to the additional cost of

Canadian development that is the important determinant of the decision

to attempt reg i strat ¡ on i n Canada.

r I STATE¡lENT 0F THE PROBLEt'l

The preceding discussion indicates that concern exists over the pos-

sible negative impacts of Canadian pesticide regulations on neb/ product

registration. Quotations by members of the Canadian pesticide industry

imply a simple tradeoff between increased data requi rements and new

product registrations. However, the stringency of American pesticide

regulations, and the effects of market size suggest that the'tradeoff'
viewpoint is simpl istic. Pol icymakers currently lack the information

necessary to determine the impacts of Canadian registration requirements

on new product registration. Knowledge of these impacts is a prerequi-

site to determining the optimal level of such requirements.

I .2 OBJECT I VES OF THE STUDY

The primary goal of the study is to develop a conceptual framework

capable of estimating the direction and magnitude of the impacts of Can-

adian pesticide registration requirements on new product registration.
In order to achieve this generaì purpose, five specífic objectives are:

l' to review empiricaì evidence regarding the relationships between

the U.S. and Canadian pesticide markets,

2' to review empirical studies of the determinants of the decision

to continue development of a promising pesticidat compound,
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ofto review previous studies of the determinants of

research and development,

the output

4. to review previous studies of the impacts of regulation on the

output of research and development, and

5, based on the preceding analysis, to construct a conceptuaì frame-

work, incorporating received economic theory of R6D with empiri-

cal ly observed structural characteristics of the Canadian pesti-

cide industry that infìuence RêD decisionmaking, capable of

providing the estimated impacts of regulation.

I .3 HYP0THESTS AND t'lETH0D0L0cY

The conceptuaì framework deveìoped in this thesis is designed pr ima-

rily to test the hypothesis that Canadian pesticide reguìation has a

negative effect on the discounted expected profit of a representative

neh/ entity Canadian use registration. By comparing the discounted ex-

pected profits under two scenarios, 'with regulation'versus'no regu.l a-

tionr, this hypothesis may be restated as: the presence of pesticide

reguìation reduces the number of new entity use registrations, all other

factors the same.

The second major set of hypotheses to be tested concern the influence

of a number of demand related variabìes on the discounted expected re-

turn to a new entity use registration. Another set of hypotheses focus

on the impact of supply related factors on discounted expected RED

costs. The specific hypotheses for these two sets of variables are for-
mulated in Chapter J.



Fìnal ly, the structure of the model i s such that the impacts

lation across firmsr pêsticide classes, and over time, may al I

ed.

of

be

l0

r egu-

test-

The methodological approach chosen is that of pooled time series,

eross-sectional regression analysis. This approach al Iows for the test-

ing of the above hypotheses and provides specific quanti tative estimates

of the parameters incìuded in the model. These attributes are consistent

v¡ith the study objectives outl ined above. lnclusion of a variable to

measure regulatory stringency also gives the model the capabiìity to as-

sess regulatory change as well as the simple presence versus absence of

regulation.

r.4 SCoPE OF THE STUDY

The focus of this study is the impact of registration requirements

only on the development of new pesticide entities. The reasons for this
focus are several. First, improvements in product attributes will come

only from new entit¡es. Furthermore, evidence in Chapter 2 indicates

that development of new entities is preferred to the introduction of

competing brands. Finaì ly, canadian regulations impact most strongìy on

new entity registrations. specificaììy, a minor-use program is in pìace

to extend the uses of existing entities. Also, unti I September l9gO,

firms attempting to register new brands of an entity no ìonger protected

by patent r'rere allowed to use data submitted by the original registrant
in support of thei r appl ications. Hence reguìations did not act as a

strong disincentive.
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I . E OUTL I NE OF THE STUDY

To this point, Chapter I has introduced the problem and set out the

objectives of this study. Chapter 2 presents information necessary for

deveìoping an understanding of the Canadian pesticide industry and the

regulatory framework under which it operates. The extent of agricultural

pesticide use in Canada is described. Next, simple structural aspects of

the world pesticide industry, and its role in Canada, are examined. A

review of empiricaì studies of the pesticide research and deveìopment

process identifies factors that significantìy affect the decision to de-

velop a new Pesticide entity. Final ìy, pesticide registration require-

ments for each of Canada and the United States are compared for the post

ÞJorld I'/ar ll period. The conceptual f ramework is developed in Chapter

3. First, definitions of the research and deveìopment process are pre-

sented. Next, factors hypothes¡zed to influence the expected costs of,

and returns to pest ì c i de research and deve ì opment are rev i ewed. Hypoth-

eses of the impact of regulation on this output are also examined. The

conceptual framework is a synthesis of this received theory and the em-

piricaì ìy observed structural characteristics of the Canadían industry

described in Chapter 2. Chapter 4 considers the difficulties in testing

the conceptuaì framework caused by problems wi th the quaì i ty of data.

Chapter ! presents a summary, concìusionsr ârìd ì imitations of this
study.



Chapter I I

THE PESTICIDE INDUSTRY, RESEARCH AND DEVELOPI,IENT,

AND REG I STRAT I 0N REQU I RE¡ìENTS

This chapter describes the Canadian agricultural pesticide market and

the role of foreign multinational firms in supplying this market. Evi-

dence is then presented that new pesticide entities registered in Canada

are in fact developed for much ìarger markets in the United States.

Next, a review of empirical studies of the pesticide R6D process iden-

tifies factors that influence the decision to proceed with development

through to a marketabìe product. The factors identified by this review

are primarily economic in nature, and suggest that an important determi-

nant of further development is the cost of R6D relative to expected

saìes revenue. Finaì ìy, a comparative analysis of pesticide registra-
tion requirements for each of Canada and the United States is conducted.

This analysis suggests that Canadian firms are able to use data generat-

ed for U.S. registration except in the areas of efficacy, residues and

envi ronmenta I i mpact .

- 12 -
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2.1 AGRICULTURAL PESTICIDE USE IN CANADA

Tabìe 2. I summar izes aggregate data of pesticide quanti ties purchased

by Canadian agricultural, home, âñd industriaì markets. The data, com_

pi led for 1977, are the most recent avai lable. These figures suggest

that agriculturaì use accounts for the majority of the totaì quantity of

pesticides annuaììy appìied in canada. Furthermore, herbicides, and

crop-related insecticides and fungicides, account for greater than 95

percent of agricultural pestícide use.

Herbicides are the predominant cìass of agricultural pesticides used

in the Prairie Provinces. The first synthetic chemical herbicides,

2,/r-D and dinoseb were introduced to b/estern Canada in the mid-ì!t+0,s

(Hay, 1980, p. 9). The data of Tabìe 2.2 indicate the rapid adoption of

herbicides in the fol ìowing lO years. Grasshoppers, armyworms and fìea_

beetles are the maior insect pests receiving significant control in the

Prairie Provinces (Hay, .l980, pp. 3-l¡; Turnock and Samborski, l9gO, pp.

9- ì 9) . Damag i ng popu I at i ons of grasshoppers and armyworms are re I ated

to cì imatic conditions, hence the amount of insecticide appì ied varies.
Survey data i nd i cate that, for lgjg, the percentage of rapeseed acreage

treated with insecticides for fleabeetle control was 80 percent in Èlani-

toba, /0 percent in saskatchewan and 55 percent in Alberta. liajor rape-

seecj i nsect i c i des are carbofuran and ì i ndane (Lamb and Turnock, l9g2) .

Annual fungicide seed treatments are est¡mated at lO percent of the ce-

reaì acreage anA 80 percent of rapeseed acreage (Hay, l!g0, p. 3). Fi-
nal ly, insect and mite controì in British Columbia orchards consumes an

estimated 67.5 tonnes of agricultural pesticides annual ìy (Hay, l9go, p.

5).
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I4Table 2.1

Approximate(a) Quantities of Pesticide Purchased By End
Use Canadian l'larket, l977

=-_=========== == == = = == ===== == == == = == === === == == == == = === == = == == = = = = = = = = = ==

Festicide Class Agr i cuì ture Home lndustrial

Herbicides

lnsecticides

Fungicides

Livestock Pesticides

Al I 0ther

r000 tonnes
r000,000 litres

0 .83

0.82

l.ll(c)
0.12(c) 0.ì8(d)

l5 .88
3.29

6'ge
ì.l¡+

2.30
0.97

0.29
0.90

0 .66 (b)

a) Proprietary data of single sel lers not reported.

b) Rodenticides, growth regulants, insecticide and fungicide mixtures.

c) Fumigants, bai ts, traps, repeì lents.

d) Sprays

source: Stat i st i cs canada, Sa ì es of pest cont.rol products by canad i an
Reg ¡ strants l97l , Cata I oguè 46-2 ì Z, 0ttawa, 0ctober lgjg ,

rìì

lii
i.

,jì

:

l.ì
il



lab1e 2.2a

Estimated Amount of Henbicides Used in Western Canada, 1948-1978

=========== ====================

Herbicide 1948 1958 1963 1968 1973 I 978

t5

. tonnes

585 1650 324A 3542 2335 24532,4-D ester
2.4-D amine

MCPÄ esten
MCPA amine
MCPÂ sal t

2,4-o & 2,4,5, T(a)

TCA
Da I aPon
Other

217 325

121 27 6
176 299

669

373

914 1 530

742 121A 1 400
22 205

41 7

422 312

312 306

41

88

413
öJ

89
93

1Ê1

24

68

59

::

'ooo ha

43
1115(b)

Oat Henbicides
24(c) 6¿0(c) 1633(d) 6862(e)

Table 2.2b

Pencent of Tota'l Cnop Hectanes Tneated l,rith Henb'i cides in
Westenn Canada, 1948-1978

1 948 1 958 1 968 I 978

Phenoxys ( f )
Other

30 75
o 0.6
O 3.3(c)

o
81.5
5.1(Þ)

41.O(e)l,JiId oat Henbìcides O

(a) Prepared mixtune for bnush contnol.

(O) ttow includes djcamba, bromoxyni ì, dìchìor pr-op, Þiclonam,
nitrofen, dinoseb, pnopani ì, I inuron, þenazol ln, glyphosate, paraquat,
am'i trole.

(c) Oial late, tnial jate. ÞanÞan.

(d) As in (c) plus triflunaì in, asulam, benzoylprop ethyl.

(e) as in (d) plus f lampnop methyì , dif enzoquat, d'i clof op methyì .

( f ) 2,4-D and MCPA .

Sounce: Tab'ì e 2.2a M. Daciw, ',Henbicides Used Agricultural ly in' Westenn Canada for l¡/eed Contnol." Expert Committee on
Weeds (Westenn Canada), Minutes, 1978 and eanl ien neports,
cited by J.R.Hay, Pesticides and Henbicides: Pnesent and
Ant'icipated Use By 1990, Canada West Foundation, Calgany,
1980.

Table 2.2b M. Daciw, cited by J.R. Hay, "Contnol of ì¡,eeds.,,
Pnairie Production Symposium, Canada l,iheat Boand Advisony
Committee, 0ctober 29-30, 198O, p. 3.
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Compared to the Prairies, fungicide and insecticide usage is more

prevalent in 0ntario agriculture. Table 2.J presents pesticide use es-

t¡mates based on grower surveys conducted in lg73 and .|g78. potatoes,

tomatoes and sweet corn received 76 percent of totaì pesticides appl ied

e¡ vegetables in 1978. Large use fungicides included metiram (lr3 ton-

nês), captafol (35.9 tonnes), chlorthaloni I (12.5 tonnes), copper suì-

fate (25.2 tonnes) and mancozeb (ztr.5 tonnes). Aldicarb (22,6 tonnes)

and carbofuran (t8.5 tonnes) were the insecticides most commonly appì ied

on vegetable crops. Apples, grapes and peaches accounted for B2 percent

of pesticide appl ications on fruit in 1978. Hajor use fungicides in-

cluded mancozeb pìus dinocap (59.3 tonnes), captan (5q.3 tonnes) and me-

tiram (31.J tonnes) . carbaryì (33.1 tonnes) , phosmet (29 tonnes) and

azino-phos methyl (25.2 tonnes) were the major use insecticides (Rol ler,
ì978, p. 7), Comparable data are not avai lable for 1g73,

Corn, soybeans and sma I I gra i ns rece i ved the major share of pest i -

cides appì ied to 0ntario fieìd crops in 1978. Large use herbicides were

atrazine (.l,41 ì tonnes) , butylate (73\ tonnes) , cyanazine (!0! tonnes) ,

and alachlor (46À tonnes). The first three compounds were used aìmost

exclusively on corn whi le aìachlor vJas appl ied on both corn and soybeans

(Roller, 1978, p. 7), corn herbicide use in ì978 was 72 percent higher

than in .|973' 
compared to a J! percent increase in seeded acreage. Ei-

ther the percentage of treated acreage or the amount applied per acre or

both has increased. |lajor insecticides used included l!.J tonnes of
trichlorfon and 22.! tonnes of chìorpyrifos on tobacco and 29 tonnes of
phorate on corn. The introduction of n-decanoì, a growth regulator of
tobacco, occurred sometime after rg73. Four hundred and four tonnes of
this product were appìied in ,l978 (Roller, .l978, p. 7).



Corn
Small grâtns (a)
Soybeans
Dry beans
Tobacco (b)
Hay
Pasture

Ar€a Grown

t973 1978

crapos (c) lo.3
Apples (c) 9.7
Peache! (c) 3.5
Totst f rul t (c) 2a.4

Potatoea (c) l8.o
Tomatoes (c) 11.|
Sweet corn (c) 15.5
carrots (c) 1.7
Total vegetâbloÉ (c) 7l.o

:/tl;lrri{!.i:lr/Ì;j!i'Î):

'ooo

758.8
907 .7
t90. 2
49 .4
43.O

It53.4
892.O

Table

Est lmated Âmount
Pestlcldes Used ln On

hectares

lot9.8
815.4
285.3
67.O
43.O

I t53.4
675 .8

r ! r È ! ! r = = = ! = - r = E ¡ I tlt r r r r t t r Ê E t = = t ! t !t = =

a) Uheat. oats. barley, mlxed grâlns
b) Nematocldes âpplled to tobacco totalled 106O tonnes tn 1973 and l160 tonnes tn 1978. Grouth regulators applled ln

1978 totall€d 404 tonnes.
c) Not avallable

Herblcldes

1973 t978

2.3

of Âgr lcul tural
tarlo. 1973 and .l978

Sourc€s: 1973 dätâ --
1978 data --

1792.4
362. I
355. 7

9't .2
l4 -7
to.9
19- I

Ouantlty of Pestlclde Âpplled

Insectlcldeg

1973 1978

309 r .8
269 .6
52 1.2
16l .6

16 .3
16.8
3.9

c
c
c
c

?_"
o.l
3.8

45 .9
l2.a
3s.7

1.2
95 .9

Nlck F. Roller. Survey of Pestlcldes Use ln Ontarlo.
Economlcs Branch. Toronto. October 1975
adapted from Nlck F. Roller. Survey of Pestlclde Use
and Food, Economlcs Branch, Toronto. Âugust 1979

(c
(c
(c
(c
(c

I t8.3
2.7
t.8
6.8

25 .8
t.o
o.3

tonnes

6l.l
o.2
4.6
4.3

85.3
2.4

c)
c)
c)
c)

c)
c)
c)
c)
c)

Funglcldes

1973 1978

27 .6
63.6
30.4

157 .7

63 .2
8.5
3.5
6.2

104 .7

9-'
5. t
o..2

?_'
1.7
o.9
l_'

c
c
c
c

c
c
c
c
c

43.2
tol -o
t7.6

1A7.7

87.3
63 .8

ro. 7
t84 .3

¡!ttrr-========-==!lE

l9?3. Ontarlo Mlnlstry of

ln Ontarlo. 1978. Ontarlo

Âgrlculture and Food,

Mlnlstry of Âgrlcultures

{
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Pesticide use data do not appea.r to be avai ìable for provinces east

of 0ntario. The predomìnance of fruit and vegetable production in the

eastern provinces' as shown by Tabìe 2.À, impl ies the use of fungicide

and insecticide products similar to those of 0ntario. However, reì iable

estimates of pesticide quantities appì ied wouìd require knowledge of the

types, frequency' and severity of pest infestations, and of pest control

pract ¡ ces i n the respect i ve areas .

The I imited data avai lable indicate herbicide use is general ly in-

creasing in Canada, pârticularìy on the Prairies and on 0ntario corn.

Trends in insecticide and fungicide use are diff¡cuìt to discern, prima-

ríly because quantities appìied vary with climatic conditions. New

Products such as wi ìd oat herbicides and tobacco growth reguìators are

rapidìy adopted foì lowing introduction.

2.2 THE IIORLD AGRICULTURAL PESTICIDT INDUSTRY AND ITS ROLE IN CANADA

2.2,1 Descr ipt ive AsÞects of llarket Structure

Pesticides which have not been granted a Canadian registration are

prohibited from saìe in canada (Revised statutes of canada, ì970, chap-

ter P-10). This restriction includes products imported in a form ready

for saìe to users. The Canadian market is served by a domestic ¡ndustry
and by foreign manufacturers. This section examines the relationship be-

tween these two groups of firms, and the role of each in serving the

Canad i an market .

The world agriculturaì pestic¡de market has been dominated by about
15 multinational f irms for at least the last decade.
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Table 2.lr

Production of ltlajor Agriculturaì Crops, 0ntario, Quebec,
and l,lar i t ime Prov i nces, 1978

0ntar i o
(l)

Quebec
(2)

i{ar itimes
(3)

(2) + (3)
as a or4

of (l)

r000 hectares

Cor n

Soybeans

Smaì I grains (a)

Hay

Pota toes

App I es r 40936 I 03824 46 200

r0rg.8

285 .3

8r5.4

r r53.4

t8.o

t73.8

312 .1

rr03.0

t8.4

| 000 tons

17

0

53

lt3

356

126

120.5

203 .0

\5.6

a) Wheat, oats, barley, mixed grains

Sources : Canada Gra i ns Counc i I ,
Handbook 80, þJinnipeg,
Stat i st i cs Canada, F ru i
22-OO3, 0ttawa, January

Canad i an Gra i ns

t and Vegetable
ì g80

I ndustry Stat i st i ca I

Production, Catalogue

iìl
Ìì

l,r.:l
.l¡l:l:
!::r
i!ìì:
lü
1!
i::.
È*
i:i]

f.i

)_ìl

.rl;

ù

;::i
\i,i
li.:
lir
i.ìì

li..,

lii
:Lji

l!'
ia
.lÌ.
.Lr
Èiv
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.istimates of their agricuìturaì pesticide sales volumes for selected
l

'years are given in Table 2.5. ln .l980, 20 f irms suppl ied approximately

.gI percent of total world sales (|./oodburn, J98.l, pp. 7,8). The United

States comprises a large share of this market, as indicated by Table

2,6, The canadian market is comparatively smal l. Table 2.7 presents

individual firm data concerning industrial cìass and l98O pesticide

sales as a proportion of total firm saìes for the largest lJ firms.

Festicides contributed less than ! percent of total sales for nine com-

panies, and less than 20 percent for an additional l6 firms. Approxi-

mateìy l6 of these JJ firms are predominantìy chemicaì manufacturers.

Five firms derive the majorìty of their saìes from pharmaceuticals. Ag-

ricultural chemicaìs account for greater than !0 percent of totaì firm

sales for onìy five firms.

The pesticide industry may be divided inro four distinct leveìs (Lei-

benluft, '198.l-, p. 50). The f irst level consists of the manufacture of

the technical active ingredient. The active ingredient possesses the

pesticidaì properties and is generaìly a synthetic organic chemical.

Thus, petroleum products are the primary raw materials uti I ized (Canadi-

an Agriculturaì Chemicals Association, no date, p. 7). Synthesis of the

act¡ve ingredient is general ìy capital intensive (Eichers, ì990, p. 2),
with new plant investment est¡mated to have been r,up to S30 mil lion',
(Arthur D. Littte, tnc., 1975, p. 23) in 1975, and between !O-gO mi I I ion

dollars by 1977 (Costen . 1977, p. l'l; Evans , 1977, p. lB) . The capitat
cquipment used may or may not be adaptable to the production of other

chemicals (Arthur 0. Littìe, lnc., 1g75, p. 23) .
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Tabl e' 2.!

Estimated World Pesticide Sales By Firm,
Se I ected Years

F irm Estimated World Sales
1975 I 980(2) (3)

1972
(t)

. . mi I I ions of doì lars

Bayer
Ciba-Geigy
llonsanto
Shel I

tct
Rhone-Pou I enc
BAS F

El ¡ Lil ly
Dupont
Hoechs t
S tauf fer
Dow
Union Carbide
Amer i can Cyanam i d
Fr4C

Chevron

\35
380
165
260
ì t5
ì07
109
t05
132
(a)
r04
t40
(a)
100
(a)
(a)

500- I 000
500- r 000
250-500
250-500
250-5.O0

(a)
250-500
250-5OO
250-500
r 00-250
I 00-250
250-5OO
r 00-250
250-500
r 00-250
I 00-250

1705
ì 290
875
855
650
640
530
518
505
485
480
\\5
350
320
315
225

-_--_--_:
a) not avai lable

sources: coìumns ì and 3 -- Alan woodburn, "The changing structure of
the Agrochemical lndustryrr, Agrochemicals 0utìook
for the 1980s, Proceedings of the lst Wood
I'lackenzie Conference on the Agrochemical lndustry,
Zurich, September l6-ì7, 1981, pp.l5,l6

Column 2 -- C.A.l. Goring, rrThe Costs of Commerciaìizing
Pesticidesrr, Pesticide llanagement and lnsect
Resistance, ed. David L. Watson and A.W.A. Brown,
Academic Press, New York, 1977, p.lr!\:l

ìj.r
i\
*i.

*:
.i,t
.t'.
i-il

{:.
!'ì
'i-ì::

Ì.::

.ùi

lrf
i:
1i,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,:..

nl\r
$
\:,:

*j
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Tab I e 2.6

Pesticide Sales Data, Canada, United States, and World, ì980

Pesticide Class Canada
Tota I As Z

Un i ted States Wor I d
Total As I

bilìions of dollars

Herbicides

lnsecticides

Fungicides

0ther

.32

.06

.03

.o2

2.29

0.83

0.t7

0.r4

\.75

4 .03

2.57

o.65

7

I

48

2l

7

22

Sources: Coìumn ì --

Column 2 --

Column J --

Touche Ross Co., Retai I Doì lar Sales of Pest
Controì Products in Canada As Reported By Compani
Hol d i ng Canad i an Reg i strat i on for These Products,
prepared for Canadian Agricultural Chemicaìs
Association, July ì981
adapted from Ernst and Whinney, .l980 lndustry
Prof i ìe Study, prepared for National Agr i cul tural
Chem i ca I s Assoc i at i on, t4ay ì l8 ì

Al lan Woodburn, rrThe Changing Structure of the
Agrochemical lndustryrr, Agrochemicals 0utlook for
the 1980s, Proceedings of the lst Wood llackenzie
Conference on the Agrochemical I ndustry, Zur ich,
September 16-17, l98l

es



,Tabìe 2.7

Industrial Class and 19BO pesticide Sa'ì es of
Leading Pest icide F j nms

23

Firm

( r)

Industrial
Class

(2)

Pesticide
Sales

(3)

Finm Sales Pesticide
Sales as
% of Finm

Sales
(4) (5)

mi I I ìons of dol lans

Bayen
Ciba-GeigY
Monsanto
Shel I
ICI
Rhone-Pou l enc
BASF
Eì.i Lì'I ìY
DuÞont
Hoechs t
Stauf f en
Dot,r
Union Canbide
Amenican Cyanamid
FMC
Rohm and Haas
FBC
Kumiaì
Scher i ng
Chevnon
Sandoz
Sum i tomo
Diamond Shamrock
Takeda
Cel amenck
Hokko
Velsicol
Makhtesh i m

Un ì noya I
Roche
Sankyo
Nippon Soda
Monted i son

c,P

E

P

c
c

a

I
c
A

A
Þn

E

P,C

c
P

Â
A

Â

R

650 13647
640 6652

147 14
6733 19.2
657 4
7611 (a)

2559

1 705
1 290
875
855

13 .2
11 .2
4.8
9.6

20.2
3.7
aa

28.3
4.2
3.5
oâ
o^

92 .8

J.J

11.9
21 .2

1.6

14 156 3 .7

505 1 3652

530
518

485

443

ãatr

295

290
262
aaE
191
190
185
165
141
140
130
128
a a^
110
105
88
80

4AO 1695
1527 I

1 0626

3482

311
1 649
1359 (a)

3307

2 120

154

138
2299
3309

886
416

5070

3145 5 .9

350 9994
320 3454

1725 17 .1
290 312 92.9

02 t
lq o

16 .6
2414 6.8

141 100.0

5.7

7.8

90.9
2476 4 .5

P.C
(b)
(b)
c

a) Saìes from chemical operat
b) Not gìven

A - Pesticides C - Chemicals
P - Phanmaceuticals R - RubÞen

ìons only.

ã - Petroleum I - Industr.ial Equipment
P roduct s

sources: coìumns 1,3,4, and 5 -- Alan woodburn. "The changing stnuctune
of the Agnochemical Industry,', Agnochemicals Outlook fon the
198Os, Proceedings of the lst t/ood Nlackenzie Confenence on the
Agnochemicaì Industry, Zunich, September 16-12, 1981, pp.14,1S

Column 2 -- Fontune, Fontune,s Dinectony of the 5OO Langest
lndustnial Corporations outside the U.S., August 23. 1982,
p.182

Robert E. Lee II and Arnoìd L. Aspel in, Economjc
Tnends and Outlook of pesticide Industny: Need For "Exc.ìusive
Use" Amendments to FIFRA, 0ffice of pesticìde pnognams,
Envinonmental Pnotection Agency, Febnuany, 1979, pp. 17-19
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Scale economies do exist at the production level (Canadian Agricuìtural

Chemicals Association, no date, p. 7; lndustry Trade and Commerce, 1982,

p.t8; l'/inkeì, ì981, p.45) .

There is only one Canadian firm engaged in the manufacture of active

ingredients. Aìthough A!0 active ingredìents are registered for use in

Canada, (with !0 of these considered significant), oñly six active in-

gredi ents are manufactured by the f i rm. The Uni ted States i ndustry, on

the other hand, includes J0 manufacturers producing approximately ì ìOO

active ingredients (lndustry Trade and commerce, .l982, p.67). The cana-

dian market i s an important export market for these manufacturers (Ar-

thur D. Littìe, lnc., \975, p.26) . Approximately 8À percent of Canadian

pesticide imports for ì979 originated in the united states, on a per

tonne basis (lndustry Trade and Commerce, .l982, p.86).

Product formulation comprises the second leveì of the industry. Sol-

vents, Êrrìulsif iers and other materials are mixed with the active ingre-

dient to form a final product sui table for transportation, storage and

use. Capitaì requirements for formulation are much less than for manu-

facture (E i chers, I 980, p. 2) . I n the Un i ted States, manufacture of the

active ingredient and formuìation of the finaì product have ìargeìy be-

come integrated operations within a firm (Eichers, l9go, p. 2). There

are approximateìy 40 Canadian firms engaged in formuìation (lndustry

Trade and commerce, ì982, p.67). ln terms of sales revenue, the domestic

industry accounts for \J percent of sales of formulated product (lndus-

try Trade and cormerce, .l982, p.i9) , however, seventy- five percent of
Canadian pesticide consumption is suppl ied by the United States (lndus-

try Trade and commerce, 1982, p.26). ln terms of the actuaì number of
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pesticide entities (unique compounds), about !o percent of the active
ingredient and about JO percent of the formulated product used in Canada

is imported (lndustry Tracje and Commerce, ì9g2, p.ll).
Distribution and retai I ing form the final two leveìs of the industry.

Distributors act as logistic channels between manufacturers/formulators

and deaìers. Distributors store inventory and make orders in response

to market demand (Burt, r98r, p. 5Ð. Tabre 2.9 documents the ownership

of selected Canadian pestic¡de firms. A comparison between Tabìes 2.7

and 2'8 indicates that most of the dominant parent firms have direct
saìes representation in Canada. Product advertisements placed in recent

issues of farm newspapers suggest that in canada chipman distributes for
Stauffer, and Chemagro for Fflc. To summar ize, the roìes of the Canadian

subsidiary apppear to be largeìy confined to those of formuìator and

distributor.

2,2.2 llarket Concentration and F irm Behavior

Previous studies of the economics of the pesticide industry have fo-
cussed on the united States market. The U.S. market is dor¡inated by the

same multinationaì firms menrioned previously. Tabìe 2.! identifies ma_

jor u.s. markets, the four leading firms of each market, and the four
firm concentration ratio, for ì966, ì97.|, and 1g76. This measure of in-
dustry concentration recognizes that pesticides are specific to target
pes ts .



Table 2.8 26

0wnership of Seìected Canadian Pesticide Firms, 1982

============= = = == === == == === === === = = ======= = = = = = == = = == == = ==== === = = ===== ==

Canadian firm Fore i gn Ownersh i p
(z)

È'lajor shareholder

Chemagro Ltd.
Cíba-Ge i gY Canada Ltd.
ilonsanto Canada I nc.
Shell Canada Ltd.

Chipman lnc., (clt- lnc.)
Eli Lilly Canada, lnc.
BASF Canada lnc.
flay and Baker Canada lnc.
Ðupont of Canada, I nc.
Hoechst Canada lnc.
Stauffer Chem i ca I Co.
of Canada

Dow Chemicaì of Canada
Union Carbide Canada Ltd.

I nc.

t00
100
100

79

73
t00
.l00

r00
75

100
t00

100

75.l00

t00

Hobay, (Bayer AG) W.Germany
Ciba-Geigy SA, Swi tzerland
lilonsanto Co. , U. S .

Shel I I nvestments Ltd. ,
Netherìands/Britain

lCl, Britain
Eli Lilìy and Co., U.S.
BASF AG, l,J. Germany
Rhone-Pou I enc SA, F rance
E. l. Dupont de Nemours, U.S.
Hoechst AG, W.Germany
Stauffer Chemical Co., U.S.

Dow Chemicaì Co., U.S.
Union Carbide Corp., U.S.
American Cyanamid Corp., U.S
Rohm and Haas Co. , U. S .

Cyanamid Canada lnc.

::::=:::=::::=::::1:

Sources: Financial Post, The Financial Post !00, Haclean Hunter Ltd.,
Toronto, June .l982

l'loody's lnvestor Service lnc., Hoodyrs lndustrial iïanuaì .l982,

I'loodyrs lnvestor Service lnc., New York, 1982
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Foun-finm Concentration Ratios and Lead,ing Finms
'i n Majon u.s. pestic,i de Mankets, 1966, 197 1, 1976

Market I 966 197 1 I 976
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Corn herbicides

Soybean henbicides

Cotton henb icides

Conn insecticìdes

Soybean
insecticides

Cot ton
'i nsecticides

Ciba-Geìgy
Dov,
Monsanto
S tauf f en
(78)

Amchem
Elì Liììy
Monsant o
Un i noya ì
(77 )

E1ì Lìì1y
Dupont

(a)
(a)

(77 )

Sheì l
C'i ba-ce igy
Monsanto

(b)

(es¡

Union Carbide
Hencu I es

(a)
(a)

(82)

Hencu I es
Monsanto

(a)
(a)

(68)

Ciba-ceìgy
Monsanto
Stauf fen
Shel I
(s3)

Amchem
Monsanto
Eìi Lilìy
Un i noya l
(6s)

Elì Lììly
Ciba-Geigy
Dupont

(a)
(7 1)

Shel I
Chevnon
FMC
Amen i can

Cyanam i d
(ez¡

Monsanto
Hencul es
Union Canbide

(a)
(72)

Hercu I es
Monsanto

(a)
(a)

(66)

Monsanto
Ciba-Geigy
S tauffer
Shel I
(sa¡

Monsanto
Eìi Liììy
Dupont
Chemagro (Bayen)
(77 )

Eì ì Li l1y
Ciba-ceigy

(a)
(a)

(tt ¡

FMC

Amen ican Cyanamìd
S tauf f en
Un'i on Canbide

(81)

Union Carbide
Hencul es
Monsanto

(a)
(77 )

Hencu I es
Monsant o
5 taut t en
Ciba-Geigy
(68)

a) Due to the non-pnopnietany natune of the compound, severaì
manufactuners exist. Individual finm manket shares not available.

b) Not avaìlable.

Sounces: Paul A. Andrilenas, Fanmen,s Use of pesticides in 1921- Ouantities,
Economlc Reseanch senvice. u.s. Departmeñt of Agnicurtune,
Report No. 252, Washington, Juìy 1974

Theodone R. Eichens, The Fanm pesticide Industry, ESCS, U.S.
Depantment of Agnicul ture, Repont No. 461, trashington, septemben 19go

Robent Leibenluft, competition in Fanm Inputs: an Examination ofFour Industnies, Fedenal Tnade Commiss.ion, Washington, 19g1

V/.T. Thomson, Agnicultural Chemicals, 1973 Revision, Book 1
( Insectic'i des), ano Book 2 (Herbicides), Thomson pubì icat.i ons,Indianapol is, 1973
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Thus herbicides, insecticides, êñd fungicides are very poor substitues

because the target organìsms are bioìogical ly different (Leibenluft,

198,l, p.5l) . t'/ithin each of these broad cìasses, markets may be f urther

suþdivíded by crop and by target pest (Eichers, l9Bo, p.6; Leibenluft,

1981, P.5l). For example, corn herbicides and wheat herbicides are poor

substitutes. Furthermore, herbicides effective against broad-ìeaved

weeds are general ìy complements, rather than substitutes for herbicides

against grassy weeds (Leibenluft, ì98.|, p.65). For example, two firm

concentration ratios in 1978 for U.s. corn herbicides were 76.1 and

92,\, for broad-ìeaf and grass herbicides respectively (Leibenluft,

1981, p.68). Finally, products whose mode of action differs may be both

substitutes and complements. For example, wi ld oat herbicides are avai l-
abl e as e i ther pre- or post-emergent products. Fur thermore, the stage of

wild oat growth at which the herbicide is appì ied differs among the

post-emergent products. Thus more than one product may be purchased to

ensure control .

These observations impìy that appropriately defined pesticide markets

äre suppl ied by few firms. Few sel lers are characteristic of an oì igopo-

listic market structure. Because of the interdependence of ol igopoì istic
firms in price and output decisions, rivalry b,l product differentiation
may be preferred to price rivalry (Scherer, 1980, p.396). Reliabìe price

data series are lacking, hence few conclusions regarding price rivalry
in the pesticide industry may be drawn (Leibenluf.t, ì981, p.57). How-

ever' differences in product specificity and mode of act¡on provide an

inherent form of product differentiation. The growth in advertis¡ng ex-

penditures for pesticides indicates that product promotion is an impor-
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tant form of rivalry between firms. Television advertising expenditures

in the U.S. grew by more than !00 percent in real terms for herbicides

and i nsect i c i des between I l/0 and 1979. Furthermore, dur i ng the same

period' exPenditures for magazine advertising increased by !6 and I lO

percent' respectively, for herbicides and insecticídes (Boynton and

Schwendiman, 1982, p.l) .

American pesticide firms have indicated that they prefer to compete

through the development of new pesticide entities (Arthur D. Little,
lnc., 1975, p.26). There are several reasons for this preference. First,

Pest¡cide entities are protected in both canada and the united states by

lJ year composition of matter patents. A patent is a legal device de-

signed to create a temporary monopoly so that the patent hoìder may re-

cover his costs of development (Scherer, .l980, pp.\39-\\2). Thus, pesti-

cide firms are unable to imitate products protected by patent. Assuming

the patent protection has been of appropriate length, the original reg-

istrant'will have recovered most of his fixed RED and capitaì costs. The

imitator, on the other hand, wilì face higher per unit production costs

because of the capital investment required. The original registrant may

discourage new brand entry by practic¡ng ìimit pricing, that is, setting
product price below the unit cost of the potential entrant (Scherer,

1980, pp.2)2-2JB). Alternatively, the original registrant may sri I I hold

patents on key sequences of the production process. ln either case, the

imitator may have to develop an alternative production process with low-

er unit costs in order to be able to compete. Furthermore, advertising

by the originaì registrant may have created loyaìty to that brand. sup-

port for these arguments is found in the industry statement that firms
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imitate products onlyrrif a competitíve edge can be gained in marketing

.àr ¡y an improved manufactur i ng process" (Arthur D. L i ttl e, l nc. , lg7]5,

F.¡8). Final ly, since 1975, American regulations require imitators to

pay compensation to . the original registrant for data submitted for the

original registration but now used to support registration of the new

þrand (cAsT, .l981, p. ì9) .

tion.

Th i s requi rement may al so di scourage imi ta-

2,2.3 lmplications for the Behavior of canadian Pesticide Firms

, The preceding discussion of this section suggests that pesticide mar-

kets may be highly concentrated because of product differences in spe-

cificity and mode of action. These product differences are particuìarly

pronounced in herbicides, the primary pesticides used in Canadian agri-

culture. Thus, highìy concentrated Canadian pesticide markets are I ikely
.'

to prevai l. Empirical evidence supports this view. Three firms provide

t+! percent of Canadian saìes at the formulation level. An additional 30

percent is suppìied by another seven firms (lndustry Trade and Commerce,

'l!82, p.l7). uJe have seen that the firms that dominate the pesticide in-

dustry emphasize rivaìry. through product differentiation. A key eìement

in this rivaìry is the development of new pesticide entities. Canadian

firms are subsidiaries of these large muìtinational firms, and act pri-
mariìy as distr¡butors. Hence, it is likely that introduction of new en-

tities plays a major role in the rivalry between Canadian pesticide

firms.

Th¡s discussion has demonstrated the structural and behavioraì I inks

between Canadian and large muìtinational pesticide firms. The foì Iowíng
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section constructs the argument that the new entit¡es introduced to Can-

ad i an agr i cu I ture are deve I oped for the Amer i can market.

2.3 CANAD I AN AND At'1ER I CAN pEST I C tDE tlARKETS

The data of Section 2..l indicate that cropping systems comprising ma-

jor use pest¡c¡de markets in canada are prairie grains, Ontario corn,

and eastern canadian appìes and potatoes. Tabìe 2. lo compares the types

of pests' the pesticides registered for use, and the pìanted acreages

for these croPping systems for Canada and the United States. Table 2.ll
compares the quantity of pesticides used for these same crops. The simi-

larities in pests and pesticides used, and the reìative amounts of pes_

ticide used in each country, suggest that pesticides with large volumes

of Canadian use tend to serve much larger markets in the United States.

The costs of pesticide R6D are large and fixed. Unit costs of produc-

tion wiìì be minimized if fixed costs can be spread over as ìarge a voì-

ume of outPut as possible. Hence, profit maximizing firms will deveìop

new ent i t i es for the ì argest target market. lJe have jus.. demonstrated

that for major Canadian pesticide markets, correspondingly larger mar-

kets exist in the United States. lt seems reasonable to conclude that

new entities are in fact developed for the U;S., rather than the Canadi-

âñ, market. Support for this contention is found in comments by G.S.

Cooper, an officiaì of Cyanamid of Canada Limited, appearing before the

House of Commons Special Committee on Food and Drugs in ì963.
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Tabìe 2.1ì

Estimated Quanti tíes Appl ied of Selected Pesticides,
Canada and the United States, (Seìected Years)
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Pesticide Class Canada Un i ted States

Herbicides

Atraz i ne

Trifìuraì in

2,1+-D

Fungicides

Cap tan

902 (t978)

<r+010 (1976)

5250 (1976)

'000 pounds

53900 (1976)

28300 (1976)

38400 (t 976)

(a)

(b)

60\.5 (t 979) ro35r - (1979)
I t2o5

= == = = = == == = = = = == = = = = == == = == = === ==== = = === = == === === = == == == == = = === == === === =

a) 0ntar i o use on ì y
b) Amount reported includes other pre-emergent, selective herbicides

Sources: Herbicides --
Uníted States -- Theodore Eichers, Paul Andri lenas, and Thelma

Anderson, Farmer's Use of Pesticides in 1916,
U. S . Depar tment of Agr i cu I ture, ESCS , AEP..
No. l+ l8

Canada -- Nick F. Rol ler, Survey of pesticide Use in 0ntario,
1978, 0ntario llinistry of Agricuìture and Food, lgTg

Fungicides -- Ed Dunnett, "An Economic Assessment of the Benefits
of Captan Used in Canada, Canadian Farm Economics,
Voì. 18, Number l, Summer ì983.
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The reìevant passage is reproduced as fol lows:

l'lr . cote (Longueu i l) : As f ar as the procedure i s concerned
which you have to go through here in canada in order to regis-
ter your product, am I to understand that usual ly the product
that you bring to market in canada has already been registered
i n the un i ted states?

llr. Cooper: Yes, this is generalìy true. l,Je usualìy wait one
or th,o years beh i nd the un i ted states wi th a new product,
nainly from the standpo¡nt that they are working with it ahead
of us. ln the subsequent screening they wiìl be gathering in-
formation, and we wi I I be behind them. t

ln fact' recent data indicate that 'there is very I ittle activity in

Canada aimed at the dìscovery of new pesticide entities' (lndustry Trade

and Commerce, ì 982, p.3li)

ln a sense, these arguments indicate that Canadian pesticide markets

are 'mi nor use marketsr when compared wi th those of the Uni ted States.

That is, the size of, âñd hence the expected sales revenues from, Cana-

dian markets are much smal ìer than corresponding markets in the u.S..

This finding has important implications regarding impacts of Canadian

reguìations on registration of new entit¡es. The following section pro-

vides evidence that' assuming the compound has generated data to meet

U.S. requirements, the cost of obtaining a Canadian registration is

much less than impl ied in statements by the Canadian industry. However,

¡t ¡s important to reaì ize th¡s is not the key issue as far as the de-

velopment of products for the Canadian market is concerned. The reìe-
vant consideration in the decision to develop a pesticide for a specifíc
market is the cost of additional RsD relat¡ve to the expected sales rev-

enue' not simpìy the absolute R6D cost. Thus, the addit¡onaì costs im-

Posed by Canadian registration requirements may be large enough relative

t House of Commons Speciaì Committee on Food
çeed i nqs and Ev i dence, Number I J, November

and Drugs, l,l i nutes of Pro-
21, ì963, P.\55
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to expected revenues to discourage attempts to obtain Canadian registra-
tion.

2,t+ THE !.s. PEsrtc tDE RESEARCH AND DEVELopT'rENT pR0cEss

This section reviews empirical studies of the United States pesticide

industry RED process. Given the evidence of the preceding sections that

Pesticides used in Canada are developed by multinational firms primari ly
for the U.S. market, the information presented here is relevant to the

Canadian situation. The key activites of this process are identified and

defined. Furthermore, the process is depicted in a decision_making

framework to identify factors that determine the decision to proceed

wi th development.

Empirical stud¡es of the pesticide R6D process have been conducted by

Arthur D. Little, lnc. (197Ð, stanford Research lnstitute (1977), and

Hatch (1982). Arthur D. Little, lnc. was contracted by the u.s. Envi-

ronmentaì Protection Agency (EpA) to examine the probable effects of

past and current federal regulations on RED in the pesticide industry.
The EPA contracted the Stanford Research lnstitute to study factors af-
fecting the commercial feasibi ì ity of pesticides developed from biologi-
caì sources. Each of these studies deveioped models of the pesticide R6D

process and identified factors criticaì to the decision to continue de-

velopment of a promising compound. These models were deveìoped on the

basis of interviews conducted with firms pursuing pesticide R6D pro-

grams. ln his study of the effects of EPA regulations on pesticide RED,

Hatch incìudes a discussion of the pesticide RED process. The foììowing
discussion is a synthesis of the models developed in these studies. The
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sequence of R6D act¡vities and the factors affecting the'go-ahead'de-

cision for a representative new pesticide entity are i I lustrated in Fig-

ure 2.1. Six major phases of the process can be identified: 0iscovery,

Technical Feasibi I ity, Hazard Evaluation, Eff icacy, pre-Registration Ad-

vanced Testing, and Registration. Distinct activities are associated

with each phase and the links are shown by soìid arrobrs. Def initions of

these general activities are given in Figure 2.2. lnputs into the deci-

sion-making process are indicated by dashed arrows. Although presented

as a sequence in Figure 2.1, there is some overlap of phases in the ac-

tua I deve ì opment process .

2.4.ì Discovery

The Discovery phase consists of synthesis and prel iminary biological
screening. Screening refers to the examination of the pesticidal impact

of the synthesized compounds on particular economic pests. Compounds

which fai I to exhibit satisfactory activity are dropped from further de-

velopment. Two approaches to synthesis and screening are empìoyed:

random and directed modes of action. ln the first approach, compounds

synthesized for non-pesticidal development (e.g., pharmaceuticals) are

randoml y sel ected and screened. The d i rected approach synthes i zes com-

pounds wi th functionaì groups known to have pesticidaì activi ty, based

on existing pesticides or on fundamental biochemical research. primary

screen¡ng tests small quantities at high dosage rates in a greenhouse

environment. Secondary and tertiary screening vary the concentration of
the compound and the mode of appl ication.
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The Pesticide R&D pnocess: Activ,i ties
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and Decision Var,i ables

Economic impontance of
target Pest (slze of
poténtial manket) (4)

Synthesis (r)
Primany scneening (2)
Secondary screening (3)

Patent appt ication (5)

Acute tox.i city
tests ( 6 )

Toxicity in reìation to
competitor,s pnoducts (g)

Product chemistry (9)
Field plot testins ( 1O)

Pnojected costs of R&D (11)

Effjcacy in reìation to
competitor,s pnoducts ( 1 t )

Extended smal I plot
testing (12)

Two year tox i c i ty tests
commence ( 12 )

Exper ì menta'ì use perm i t
appì ication ( i3)

Extended pnocess and
formu ì ai ì on deve I opment f lf)

Large scale freld tests (15)

Appl ication for
negisrration ( 16)

Prel iminarY
cfeve I opment

proces s
(6)

ProjeCted cost. of
i¡roduction in
relation to competiton's
þnoducts ( 7 )

Estìmated market size,
Iatket sjze, pnoduction
cost, manket i ng mang 1 n,
cash fìow (13) (14) (15)

Nunbens in panentheses indicate sequence of activìties and decìsions

App'ì ìcatlon f or
rolerance ( 16)

Additionaì tests

res ì due

upon
nequest of EPÂ ( 17)

D ì scoveny

Technical feasibjìity Hazand Evaluation

Eff icacy

Pne-registrat ion
advanced test i ng

Regìstratìon
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Figure 2.2

Definitions of Pesticide R6D Activities

Synthesis - lnvention of compound
primary and secondary

and preparation of quantities for
testing.

Screen i ng -

Pr imary -

Seconda r y

testing of gram quantities at high dosage rates in
laboratory or greenhouse biologicaì evaluations.
- testing of gram quantíties in series dilution

laboratory or greenhouse tests to determine
thresholds of biological activity.

Fieìd pìot testing - The range of biological testing in this
category is from smal ì, Fêpì icated field plots
using logarithmic dosages or single dosage
rates and smal ì scaìe appì ication equipment
to ful ì scaìe commercial equipment on one or
more acres. Tests provide information on minimum
effective dosage under commerciaì conditions, as
wel I as i nformat i on on host pl ant tol erance and
crop yield.

Toxicoìogy -

l'Tammalian - conduct all acute and chronic studies on parenr
compound and significant metabol ites required to
support establ ishment of residue toìerances and to
determ i ne product ì abe I i ng requ i rements for safe
hand I i ng.

Environmentaì/1./¡ ldl if e - tests on nontarget organisms in
env i ronments where the pest i c i de i s
used or where exposure may occur.

iletabol ism (radiosynthesis) - preparation of radioìabel led pesticide
and use in studying pesticide metaboì ism
in animals, plants, soil and brater.

Environmentaì chemistry - conduct studies on the fate of residues
in soiì, water, nontarget organisms, etc

Residue Anaìysis - conduct residue studies on crops, animals and
process foods to support establ ishment of residue
tolerances or food/feed additive clearances.
I nc I ude des i gn i ng a res i due method (s) for detect i ng
and measur i ng mi nute guant i t i es of res i dues of
parent compound and/or s i gni f i cant metabol i tes
in plant, animal, soil, water, etc.



Formulation

Definition of

Development - Prepare and study
and des i gn appropr
formu I at i ons .

Process Deveìopment - Design and develop producti
pi lot plant and commercial

Reg i strat i on - Prepare appl i cat i ons for reg i strat
of residue toìerances and food and
I nc ì ude fees for estab I i sh i ng EPA
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formul ati on character i sti cs
i ate packages for these

F igure 2.2

Pesticide RêD Activi ties (continued)

on methods for
scale production.

i on and es tab I i shment
feed additives.

toì erances.

Admi ni stration/0verhead - I nclude only those expendi tures appropriately
al located to new product development, product
expansion and registration and product defense.
I nc I ude expend i tures or es t i mated expend i tures
for faci I it¡es and personnel that are uti I ized
fuì I or part-time in support of the R6D effort,
which are not included in the other specific
categories. Examples: market research, patent
or legal expenses, other technical support,
executive overhead.

Basic Research - This constitutes expìoratory, experimental, or other
basic functions which are not aì located to a specific
product group.

Source: Ernst s l,lhi nney, rtl ndustry Profi ìe study", prepared annual ìy
for the National Agricuìtural Chemical Association, Washington,
D.C., ì981, ci ted by Luther Hatch, The Effect of Envi ronmentaì
Protection Agency Reguìation on Research and Deveìopment in
the Pesticide lndustry, unpublished Ph.D. dissertation,
University of llinnesota, ì982, pp.20,2l
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:. Upon completion of the screening activites, a multidiscipì inary group

.of scientists' engineers and marketing personneì review the surviving

compounds. The purPose of this review is to designate which compounds

will receive further deveìopment. The primary criterion is the economic

importance of the target pest, as this determines the size of the poten-

tial market. The costs of development are roughly the same regardless of

the size of the end market. Unit costs decrease with increases in out-

put, hence compounds efficacious against pests of major acreage crops

are chosen over compounds effective against pests of minor crops. Simi-

lari ly, compounds that dispìay activity against a wide spectrum of pests

are favored over entities that are pest specifíc. Appì ication for pat-

ent protection for the selected compounds is initiated at this time.

2.\.2 Technical Feasibiìity, @!d Evaìuation, d Ef f icacv

Those compounds sêìected for further developrnent are then evaluated

for their technicaì feasibility, human health hazards, êñd efficacy.¡o

Secondary evaluation begins with synthesis of larger quantities of the

selected compound. This synthesis provides prel iminary data regarding

the deveìopment of the manufacturing process. Preliminary hazard evalua-

tion begins with tests of acute mammaì ian toxicity. These tests concern

the immediate impacts of exposure to the compound by oral and dermal

routes. The candidate compound is reviewed again in a two step process.

First, using the prel iminary process data, the projected cost of the

candidate is compared to those of competitive products. lf the produc-

¡0 Efficacy refers to the pesticide's effectiveness at reducing a pest
Þopulation (Nationaì Academy of sciences, .l980, p.l02). speciiicat ìy,
the more efficacious a pesticide, the greater the proportion of a
popuìation ki ì ìed.
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tion costs of the compound exceed those of the competitors, the candi-

date is dropped from further deveìopment. Otherwise, the toxicity of

the candidate is compared to those of competitive products. The higher

the toxicity, the greater wi I I be the assoc¡ated costs of R6D. Shouìd

the toxicity of the candidate compare very unfavorably to existing prod-

rJcts, it is dropped.

Candidates which receive the go-ahead decision are synthesized in

larger quant i t i es so as to permi t eff i cacy test i ng and prel imi nary for-
mulation development. Efficacy testing focusses on product chemistry and

smaìì plot fieìd tests. Product chemistry activities idenrify the basic

physical and chemical properties of the compound, including unintention-

al ingredients. Smaì ì pìot field tests confirm the bioactivity of the

compound, âñd demonstrate the effects of cl imate, soi I s, sunl i ght, and

microf lora on this bioactivity. Following the smal I plot f ield testing,
another review is made to determine if further investment is warranted.

The primary consideration involved in this decision is the anticipated

cost of further RED reìative to the expected sales revenue. The efficacy

of the candidate in relation to competitive products plays a significant
roìe in determining the anticipated market size and share.

2.\.3 Pre-Req i strat i on Advanced Test i no

Once the commitment to proceed has been made, smal ì pìot testing is
extended to obtain the efficacy and residue data necessary to obtain an

experimental use permit (EUP) from EpA. The purpose of the EUp is to

aìlow testing of the promising candidate in farm scale tr¡als. The tests

are designed to provide efficacy, residue, and environmental pathway
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,i¿1¿ reQuired for registration, for each of the desired host crop/target

pest combinations, and to provide the firm with farmer's input regarding
::l: L

,àa."p,tn.e of the product. Two year toxicology tests are commenced as

r.six months of toxicology data must accompany the EUp appl ication. Once
t- :

,the EUP has been granted, the IeveI of investment in development of the
.:' ...

Eandidate increases dramatical ly. Process and formulation deveìopment

.âre extended through the construction of a pi lot plant. Design of the

:'commercial plant is undertaken. The desired product attributes and suit-

abìe packaging are analyzed during formulation deveìopment. Low key

marketing activities commence. Farm scale field tests are conducted for

each pest in each crop for which registrations are desired. These tests

examine efficacy at dìfferent test locations, using varying application

rates and methods. The effects on d i fferent crop rotat i ons are a I so

measured .

Data are also coì lected for environmental chemistry, environmental

toxicology, and residue anaìysis. Envi ronmental chemistry anaìyzes the

pathways of residues and metabol ìtes in soi l, water, and non-target or-
ganisms. Residue anaìyses are undertaken to support regulatory estab-

lÌshment of residue tolerances. The two year toxicity tests continue

during this period. Tests include sub-acute feeding studies, reproduc-

tion studies, mutagenicityrr studies, teratogenicityrz studies, and oth-
er chronic toxicity stud¡es. These studies are conducted in support of

the estabì ishment of the residue tolerance. Finaì ìy, fish and wi ldì ife

¡¡ l'lutagen i c i ty refers to changes
(Science Advisory Ad Hoc Commi

Teratogen i c i ty refers to the
ence Advisory Ad Hoc Committee

to the genetic materiaì of an organism
ttee on Biocides, 197\, p.8).

product i on of deformed offspr i ng (Sc i -
on Biocides, 197\, p.8).

¡2
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toxicity studies are conducted using indicator organisms such as trout

and quai l. Throughout this phase, the commercial feasibi I ity of the fi-

nal product is appraised. Relevant decision factors include the antici-

pated market size and share, the cost of production, profit margin, and

cash flow.

2.\ .\ Req i strat i on

Data generated from the pre-reg¡stration phase is compi led and sub-

mitted in an appìication for full registration. At the same time, an ap-

plication for a residue tolerance for each food crop on which the pesri-

cide wi ll be used is submitted. EPA may then request additionaì data and

determi nes the regul atory status of the pest i c i de. Reg i strat i ons are

granted for specific pests in specific host crops. Each registration

grants the right of commercial sale for the specified use. ln terms of

the regulation of pesticides, the true output of pesticide RêD is meas-

ured by the number of tota I reg i strat ¡ ons, not the number of ent i t i es

d i scovered .

2.\.5 Summarv of Factors Affectinq Development Decision

The significant factors affecting the RED decision process identifieC

by the studies incìude the size and share of the potential market, the

costs of RED and of production, and the efficacy and toxicity of the

compound in reìa.tion to competitive products. These factors are primari-

ìy economic in nature, that is, expected costs and revenues. Even the

efficacy and toxicity of the candidate relate to economic factors, as

they impact on the expected saìes revenues and costs of RÊD. Thus, the



output of RSD (as measured bY the

influenced bY economic factors.

number of new ent i ty reg i strat i ons)

2.5 A corlPARATtvE ANALyStS 0F !,.s. AND CANADTAN pESTtCtDE

REG I STRAT I ON REOU I REI'IENTS

The preceding section outl ined the R6D process necessary to obtain

u.s. registration for a representative new pesticide ent¡ty. clearly,

the Discovery phase is not duplicated for Canadian registration of the

same entity. Aìso, the high proportion of active ingredients used in

Canada that are imported in the formulated state lead us to conclude

that minor amounts of process and formulation development are conducted

by canadian firms. Survey data col lected by the u.S. National Agricuì-

tural chemical Association for 1967-ì981 indicate that synthesis,

screening, and formuìation/process development comprise approximately

I{0-45 percent of total annual pesticide R6D expendi tures (Hatch, ì982,

pp.25,l+7). Hatch (1982, pp.60,6l) surveyed u.s. pesticide firms to esti-
mate the cost of each phase of the R6D process for a typical new pesti-

eide enti ty. The activi ties def i ned by Hatch correspond to those used

in this study. Based on responses from ìJ firms, he concluded that bB

percent of total RED expenditures brere allocated to these four activi-
ties. Assuming that the synthesis, screening, and the bulk of formula-

tion/process development activities have been conducted prior to any

Canadian development, then Canadian RED expenditures per new pesticide

entity registration are at most 55-60 percent of those of a compound

proceeding through aì ì phases of the u.S. development process. Further-

44
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ilorê, there is the possibi I ity that Canadi¿n firms may simply urse data

aìready generated by the parent firm to meet U.S. registration require-

ments. For example, toxicology data generated for U.S. registration

may be suitable to meet Canadian requirements. ln this case, the real

resource cost of Canadian pesticide RED is even lower than suggested by

the above data. Support for this argument is the recent finding that

est imated annua I RED expend i tures for the ent i re Canad i an i ndustry are

only nine mi I I ion dol lars (lndustry,Trade, and Commerce, 1982, p.34) .

This evidence is presented to indicate that claims made by the indus-

try regarding the magnitude of the R&D costs expended to obtain Canadian

registration may be exaggerated. However, as acknowledged in the preced-

ing section, development for the Canadian market may be discouraged if

RED costs are high reìative to expected saìes revenues. The fol lowing

comparat i ve ana ì ys i s of U. S. and Canad i an requ i rements suggests that

Canadian requirements have cìosely fol lowed those in the U.S.

2.5.1 Efficacv Requlation- The .l960s and Eafl ier

Synthetic organic chemical pesticides were deveìoped during the

'l!40's (0ff ice of Technoìogy Assessment, 1979, p.l2). The Federaì ln-

secticide, Fungicide, and Rodenticide Act (FIFRA) hras passed in the

United States in 19\7. The Act (administered by the Department of Agri-

culture) prohibited the distribution and sale in interstate commerce of

pest¡cides which were deemed either ineffective for the purpose cìaimed

on the label or unsafe when used as directed. The priority of this leg-

islation was on efficacy and prevention of false claims by the manufac-

turer (Arthur D. Little, lnc., 1975, p.66; National Research Council,
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igBO, n.Zl). Under the initial implementation, data requirements were

rnodest (Arthur D. Little, lnc., 1975, p.66). Requirements for safety

¡¡ére acute tox ic i ty tests and a !0 day f eed ing study us ing rats. l,[eas-

urement of pesticide residues in food crops required a precision of one

part per mil lion (waitt, 1975, p.202) .

Amendments during the l!!0's and l960rs to the U.S. Food, Drug, and

Cosmetic Act (FDCA) and to F I FRA placed increasing importance on human

safety. The amendments increased residue anaìysis, and toxicoìogy and

eancer testing. The degree of precision in measuring residues increased

tàn f old to one part per ten mîll ion (þ/aitt , 1975, p.202) .

ln Canada, the prevaiìing legisìation was the .l939 Pest Control Prod-

ucts Act. The primary intent of this legislation was to prevent misre-

presentation by pesticide manufacturers and to prevent the saìe of undu-

ly harmful pest controì compounds. The chief governing ínstrument was

t'eguìation of the wording of the product label (Agricuìture Canada et.

ê1., ì98ì, p.ì). The canadian Pest control Products Act was revised in

1952. Registrants were required to provide evidence as to the practical

effectiveness and safety of the pesticide. Figure 2.J compares registra-

tion requirements for each of Canada and the United States during the

late l950rs and early lg60's. The requirements appear to be virtuaì ly

the same. Cyanamid of Canada L¡mîted has indicated that during this
period, the toxicology data col lected for U.S. requirements was usual ly

adequate for Canadian requirements (House of Commons, 1963, p.491+) .
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.ì,i¿.5.2 Environmental Reouìations- The la70's

,r-.¡¡,:.,,' The emphasis of pesticide reguìation shifted to environmental con-
l 'rr:::
l',1,1 ...n, in the earìy ì$J0's. ln the United States, the Environmental Pro-

',.ì,19ction Agency (EPA) was created in ,l970, and the agency assumed respon-
: ¡ , sibi l ity for administrat¡on of pesticide regulat¡on. The regulatory
:' i:., priority shif ted to ensuring no adverse environmental and health ef fects

:-with the impìementation of Publ ic Regulation 70-15 (Arthur D. Li ttte,

, lnc., 1975, p.66). This regulation required data þrith regard to rates

,'i and mechanisms of pesticide degradation and movement in soi I and runoff,

,, and the accumulation of metabol ites in the tissues of non-target organ-

.'isms. The required analyticaI precision again increased ten-fold to

, tBsidue measurements of one part per one hundred miìlion.

ln 1972, F I FRA was amended by the Federal Envi ronmental Pesti cide

control Act (FEpcA). The objective of consumer protection against misre-

presentat i on was reta i ned, but was suppì emented by the recogn i t i on that

the publ ic and the environment needed protection from potential ly harm-

fuì pesticides (Nationaì Research Council, .l980, p.2Z). The legislation

required the EPA to refuse registration of a pesticide, if, when used in

accordance wi th 'widespread and commonly accepted practice' such use re-

sulted in ¡unreasonabìe adverse effects on the environment'. The Act de-

fined this phrase to mean rany unreasonabìe risk to man or the environ-

ment tak¡ng into account the economic, sociaì, and environmental costs

and benefits of any pesticider. A primary impac,t of FEpcA was the re-

quirement that al ì previously registered pesticides had to be reviewed

and meet the new safety standards in order to be reregistered (National

Research Council, ì980, p.28).
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Canadian pesticide legislation was signif icantly revised in ì!6! with

the enactment of a new Pest Control Products Act. The i ntent of th i s

piece of legislation is to prevent the use of pesticides under unsafe

conditions (Agricuìture canada et. 31., ì981, p.2). The safety of the

pesticide is determined through a registration review process. Data on

efÍicacy ' residues, and environmentaì impact were required for al I crop-

ping areas of Canada. Regulations came in force in 1972 and established

requirements for data regarding the environmentaì mobility, persistence,

fate, and toxicity of degradation products (Agriculture Canada et. âì.,
1981, pp. 20-2Ð. Figure 2.À compares additions made to Canadian ano'

American registration requìrements for the earìy ìlJOrs. The simi larity
of the requirements for the two countries is again striking. Canadian

efficacy and toxicity studies, in particular, appear to folìow those of

the United States. Furthermore, the review of U.S. registered products

commencing in ì!/2 wouìd provide some cf the data needed for the updated

Canad i an regu I at i ons.

2.5.3 Recent 0eveìopments

l'/ith the passage of time, the data requirements necessary to obtain

registration have simultaneously become more flexible and more demand-

ing, in both Canada and the United States. Registration Guidel ines were

publ ished in the United States in .l975. These Guideì ines formaì ly docu-

mented previously required data, and provided flexibi I ity through the

use of additional requirements conditional upon characteristics and test

results sPecific to the pesticide. l,licrobiological stud¡es þrere added to

the environmental chemistry requirements.
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Arthur t,Jaitt, "Pestlcide Legislation and Industny"' Pesticide Science'
Vol . 6, 1975 ' P. 2O2

canadian nequ.inements -- canadian Fedenation of Agriculture, PeSt contro] in
Canada - A Review, Ottawa, May 1973' pp' 50-56

ScienceAdVisonyAdHoccommitteeonBioc'ides'BiocideLJsein
Ãlo""tu, Pant 1: Intnoduction and Registnation Pnocedunes'
Albenta Envlronment Consenvation Authonity, April '1974' pp' 7-13



Tests of storage stabi ì i ty of formulated products al so are

(Federal Register, 1975, pp.26803,26829),
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requ i r ed

The Federal Pesticide Act and subsequent updated Registration Guide-

I ines of ì!/8 sought to 'tstreaml ine the pest¡cide regulatory process,

encourage pest i c ide research and deveìopment, âñd provide greater pest i _

cide use flexibiìity for growers" (cAsr, l98l, p.2ì). ln particuìar,

data requirements could be eased upon consideration of volume, pattern,

and extent of use, cost of testing, and degree of exposure to humans

(Hatctr , 1982, pp.l9ll-195) . U.S. registration requirements continue to be

updated, and the most recent proposa ì prov i de for both i ncreased f I ex i -

bi I ity and for more intensive testing in the areas of product chemistry,

toxicoìogy, and mutagenicity (Environmental protection Agency, November

2\,1982, pp,53l9lr'53196). Canadian requirements have also been updêr-

€d, and are now f orma I ìy documented in a ser ies of Trade l,iemoranda. A

comparison of these recent additions made to the requirements for each

country is presented in Figure 2.j.

2.5.\ lmplications of the Comparative Analysis

Severaì concìusions may be drawn from this anaìysis.

given time period, the requìrements in the two countries

simi lar. The same test resul ts in the areas of toxicology

appear to be sat i sfactory to the reg i strat i on author i t i es

tries. Furthermore, Canadian requírements appear to ìag

United States. This was seen in the areas of toxicology,

impact, and in mutagenicity.

First, for any

have been very

and metabol ism

of both coun-

those of the

env i ronmenta ì
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Hence, data to meet increasingly stringent Canadian demands in these

areas should already have been generated to meet u.S. demands. The

costs of these tests represent another ll percent of the total R6D ex-

penditures for a typical new pesticide entity, based on the survey re-

sults of Hatch (1982). However, since at least the early l97o's, effi-

cacY, residue, and environmental studies have been required under

Canadian conditions. A recent study concludes that indeed Canadian

firmsr R6D expenditures are concentrated in these areas and in formula-

tion development (lndustry Trade and Commerce, 1982, p.3l+). However,

given that 70 percent of the active ingredients used in Canada are im-

ported in the formulated state, the first three factors would seem most

important. These requirements do add costs to the firmsr R6D prog!-ams

beyond those imposed by U.S. requirements.

2.6 KEY cONcLUS I oNs OF TH I s cHAPTER

Canadian pesticide markets are smaì I reìative to their American

counterparts. These Canadian markets are served by subsidiary firms of

large muìtinat¡onal firms that concentrate their sales efforts on the

U.S. market. A primary means of rivalry among these firms is the devel-

opment of new pesticide entities. New entities are developed primari ly

for the U.S. market so as to spread high fixed production and R6D costs

over the ìargest output possible. An analysis of the pesticide RED pro-

cess suggests that many of the R6D activities need not be duplicated to

obtaîn Canadian registration. Furthermore, an analysis of pesticide reg-

istration requirements for each of Canada and the U.S. suggests that for

tests concerning human health impacts, Canadian firms are abìe to use
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data al ready generated to meet U. S. requ i rements. However, eff i cacy,

residue, and environmental data un¡que to Canadian conditions do need to

þe generated. This finding is significant because the factors affecting

the decision to proceed with RêD are primariìy economic in nature. ln

particular' the decision is significantly influenced by the costs of R6D

relative to expected saìes revenue. Thus, the costs imposed by the Cana-

dian requirements may be large enough relative to expected revenues to

discourage Canadian registration of new entities. These factors will be

included in the model deveìoped in the folìowing Chapter.



Chapter I I I

DEVELOP¡iIENT OF THE CONCEPTUAL FRAI4EI./ORK

Th i s Chapter deve I ops a framework by wh i ch the impacts of canad i an

pest¡cide regulation could be estimated. l,le begin by def ining research

and development, âñd the output of the canadian pesticide R6D process.

These definitions stress that, for commercial firms, the expectation of
profit is the primary motive for conducting RED. The empiricaì studies

of the pesticide R6D process reviewed in the preceding chapter support

this view. 0n this basis, the determinants of expected research and de-

velopment costs and the expected returns (revenues less all other costs)

to a representative pesticide project are specified. Next, a criticaì
review of the literature concerning the impacts of regulation on R6D

output is conducted. Finaì ly, a conceptual framework is presented that
synthesizes the received economic theory of R6D and the empirical ly ob-

served influences of market structure on the output of Canadian pesti-
c i de R6D.

3.I RESEARCH AND DEVELOPI.lENT DEF INED

schmookler (ì966, pp.7-9) distinguishes three phases of research and

development: research, inventive activi tyr âhd development. Research

consists of activities directed towards the discovery of novel proper-

ties of cìasses of objects or processes. lnventive activi ty is specifí-
calìy aimed at formulation of the essential properties of such a díscov-

-55-
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e!:y. Development refers to the efforts of refining the invention into a

iommercial product. llansfieìd (.l968, pp.\5-\7) expands on Schmookter,s

definition in his discussion of the critería used to cìassify RED activ-

ities. These criteria are the orientation of the activity, the degree of

uncertainty posed by a given problem, and the amount of additionaì ef-

fort required to yieìd a monetary pay-off. ljlansf ield also identif ies

three categories of activities, âìthough his terminology differs from

'Schmookler. The sole objective of basic research is the creation of new

,knowìedge. The outcome of this activity is uncertain and, regardìess of

additional effort, may never yield a return on the investment. The ac-

quisÌtion of knowledge for the specific goal of commercÌal use is refer-
:red to as appl ied research. llost of the uncertainty regarding the tech-

nical feasibi ì i ty of the project is el iminated at this stage. However,

the costs and timing of producing a marketable product remain uncertain.

f)evelopment is the set of activities that translate research findings
a.

:i,nto new products and processes. Development proceeds f rom a technical

objective through to a design concept, a prototype, and finally a marke-

,table product.
:,-:ìr Scherer (1980, p.4ll) makes explicit the entrepreneurial roìe in his

'character i zat i on of research and deve I opment. Scherer descr i bes the RED
rì..
p¡ogram as consisting of four essential functions. lnvention involves

recognition of a new concept and formal ization of the ínitiaì design.

tevelopment refers to the sequence of design-oriented problem-soìving
.'..'

technical activities that transform the original concept to commercial

,¡eadiness. The entrepreneurial function is market oriented. Variables

-êffecting the return on the investment are examined in a decision frame-
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work. 0btaining financial support and organizing the development effort

are other aspects of this function. Finally, the risking of the funds

for the project is termed investment.

These three definitions share the common view that the RED process in

commercial firms is strongly influenced by considerations of revenues

and costs. These same factors were identified in the review of empîri-

cal studies of the pesticide R6D process conducted in Chapter 2. Hence,

the definition presented here appears appl icable to the pesticide indus-

|.ry. ln subsequent sections, we build upon this characterization to

present a simple model of a representative pesticide firm. This model

assumes that pesticide firms'maximize their expected profits in deter-

mining the level of R6D output to supply. We first must precìsely define

what the output of the canadian pesticide development process is.

Each of the preceding three definitions stress that the R6D process

incìudes the effort that must be expended for the final product to be

acceptable to a specific market. The Canadian registration of a new pes-

ticide ent¡ty is not merely the granting of a license to selì that enti-

ty. Firms must expend R6D resources to obtain registrations for each of

the desired uses of the entity. For example, assume that a herbicide is

effective against two weed species in two crops. Each of the four possi-

bìe use combinations represents a potential market. The firm requires a

registration for each use combination, prior to advertising for sale to

the corresponding target market. Thus, for the purposes of this study,

the output of Canadian pesticide RêD will be considered to be the number

of use reg i strat i ons per new ent i ty. t,

13 This definition includes the possibility that a
no registrations. The definition thus íncludes

new ent i ty rece i ves
the traditional con-
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'l The distinction between the output of RsD and the output of the for-

nulated product ready for sale must be clearly defined. The termrout-

put, tradi tional ly refers to the formulated product. However, the for-

mulated product is the final outcome of a multi-stage production

process. Prior to the formulation stage, unique use combinations (or, in

a world wi th reguìation, unique registrations) must be developed or

rproduced'. This thesis studies the process of obtaining these registra-

tions, therefore, for the purposes of this study, product output is not

the focus. Rather, the output of R6D is. Ambiguity wilì be avoided in

ihe text by preceding the termtoutputrwith the appropriate qualifier -

R6D or Product.

3.2 pEsTrctDE FrRf4S AND THEIR ReD ACTtVITtES

'3,2.1 Under ìy inq Assumpt ions of the llodel

' The conceptual framework deveìoped in this study is based on the fol-
lowing key assumpt¡ons. Canadian pesticide firms are assumed to be suf-

ficiently similar to be homogeneous and sufficientìy competitive to be
..

prof i t max imi zers. Furthermore, the expected costs of product i on (ex-

eluding R6D costs), distribution, and promotion are assumed proportional

to expected revenues. Hence, w€ specify a returns function and an RED

.eost function, rather than revenue and total cost functions. F inaì ly,
the conceptual model is framed in the short run. The fol lowing discus-

sion examines each assumption in greater detai l.

ception of new chemicaì
Þroposition.

ent i ty reg i strat i on as an 'alì or noth i ngr
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3.2 .1 .1 Homogene i ty

Firms are assumed homogeneous in their RêD inputs, outputs, and in

their R6D decisionmaking, so that ¡ndustry behavior may be generalized

through a model of a'representative firm'. This assumption is supported

by the empiricaì evidence reviewed in Chapter 2.

First, Canadian pesticide firms are primari ly involved in the formu-

lation and distribution stages of the industry, each of which were char-

acterized as much less capitaì intensive than the manufacturing stage.

Hence, we v/ouìd expect capital inputs to be more homogeneous across Can-

adian firms than across their parent firms. Simi larly, differences in

creative abiì ity are most important at the synthesis stage of pesticide

R8D. However, field pìot testing, studies of environmental chemistry,

and residue analysis, the activities conducted to meet unique Canadian

reg¡stration requirements, ãì I fol ìow establ ished scientific protocols.

Hence' R¿D labor inputs should be relatively homogeneous across Canadian

firms.

Differences in scale are smalì between Canadian pesticide firms.

Following scherer (1965) by using firm saìes as a proxy for scaìe, the

third largest Canadian pesticide firm is less than.ten times the scale

of the seventeenth largest firm. The top seventeen firms account for ap-

proximateìy /0 percent of sales (lndustry Trade and commerce, .l982,

p.70), and al I of Canadian pesticide RsD (tndustry Trade and Commerce,

ì982, p.72). Thus, differences in the expected RED cost per unit of R6D

output should be sl ight.

Next, the empiricaì studies of the pesticide industry reviewed in

chapter 2 alì suggest a uniformity in the variables analyzed by ReD de-
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cisionmakers in this industry. Finalìy, the registration requirements,

ánd the review of application process conducted by Canadian regulatory

agencies, as documented in Agriculture Canada et. al. (198.l) and Agri-

culture Canada (1982), appear to be uniform across firms.

3,2.1 .2 Prof i t ftax im i zat ion

' The second assumption impl ies that a representative pesticide firm

supplies RED output to the level at which the expected discountedr{ rev-

enue from the sale of that additional ReD output is just equal to the

expected discounted cost of development, production, distribution, and

þromotion corresponding to that addi tional development. That is, devel-

opment proceeds to the point where the additional expected profit be-

comes zero. Viewed in the traditional sense in which revenues and costs

áre functions of formulated product output, then development ceases when

marginal costs just exceed marginal revenues. This assumed profit max-

imizing behavior is supported by a number of theoretical and empirical

stud i es .

lesearch lnstitute (1977) indicate that managers of pesticide Re,D use

estimated rates of return in their decision-making, implying an approach

çonsistent with profit maximization. The theoretical studies discussed

¡{ The term 'discounted' relates to the concept of the time value of
,. money. This concept al lows for the comparison of cost or revenue, streams accrued over time. The value of a dollar held in the future
,: is discounted relative to the value of a doìlar heìd today, for two
" reasons. First, ownership delayed to the future results in a lost op-
:: Þortunity to earn a return on investing the dollar between the pres-: êht and the future. secondly, future ownership is less certain than:. prêsent ownership. Hence, a premium must be paid to compensate for, ownership deìayed to the future.
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be I ow a I so I end suppor t.

Scherer (ì967) expìored the relationship between the speed of devel-

oPment and the intensity of rivalry within an industry. He developed a

model in which private fìrms conduct R6D so as to maximize the surpìus

of expected discounted revenues over expected discounted costs. He as-

sumed that patent barriers could be surmounted, and that quaì ity differ-
ences did not exist, so that firms race to deveìop the same new product.

Scherer conceived of a convex trade-off function, depicted as c in

Figure 3. I ' between the costs of and the duration of deveìopment. He ar-

gued that acceìerating development increased costs for three reasons:

(l) errors are made when the f i rm over laps stages of the development

program insteaci of waiting for the information derived from early steps

of the program, (2) the firm may need to conduct paral leì programs to

hedge against technologicaì uncertainty, âñd (3) diminishing returns to

further appì ications of R6D personneì to a given probìem set in.

Scherer then defined a downward sìoping 'benefit function', shown as

V in Figure 3.1. This function indicates the discounted returns (rev-

enues ìess aì I costs excluding RED costs) from introducing the product

at varying dates. Scherer hypothesized totaì benefits to increase as the

deveìopment period decreased. He argued that the benefit function be-

haved in this way for two reasons: (l) the earì ier the date of introduc-

tion, the longer the proflt potential of the market could be tapped, and

(2) the sooner the introduction, the larger the ¡ni tiaì market share. ln

turn, the larger the initiaì market share, the greater the chance to

gain an image advantage and hence to maintain this market share over a

longer period of time.
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Figure 3.1

Returns to R&D

Cost.s of RaO
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Profits are maximized for development time T in Figure 3..l, where re-
turns are maximized reìative to deveìopment costs (and marginal returns
equa ì marg i na I deve I opment costs) .

However, the slope of the benefits function, and hence the deveìop_

ment t¡me for which profits are maximized, is strongìy influenced by

market structure. Scherer further assumed that firns bel ieve their deci-
sions have no influence on the development schedules of the¡r rivaìs,
and that Penetration of a new product market is not constrained by firm
capacity. Scherer's analysis of this model led him to hypothesize that
the speed of development increases with the number of firms, and that
seì lers with smal ì market shares are more I ikely to trigger rapid deveì-

opment than are dom i nant f i rms.

Schererrs model is unsuitable for the present study for a number of
reasons. First, the model I imits R6D output to a single entity. Fur-

thermore, rivalry is considered solely in terms of the length of devel-

opment, ignoring differences in product qual¡ty. yet pesticide R6D sug-

gests a broader definition of R6D output, in which differences in

product qua I i ty are emphas i zed.

llansf ield (ì968, pp.¿..7-l',9) postulated that private f irm R6D managers

seek to maximize the sum of the expected discounted profits from all R6D

projects' subject to a budget constraint. I'lansfield further assumed that
the probabi I ity of successful completion of a given project is directly
proportional to the rate of expenditure on the project. Based on these

assumptions, he derived an expression relating the estimated discounted

profit and the degree of technical difficulty to the proposed level of

spending for a given project. ltansfield tested his hypothesis by least
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5quares regress i on us i ng data from el even R6D projects of a pr ¡vate

firm. Based on the signs and statisticaì significance of the parameter

cstimates' llansfield concluded his results supported the assumption of

cxpected profit naximization in the allocation of R6D funding.

Although ltansfield recognizes that R6D funds must be al located be-

tween RED projects' he takes the vaìue of the estimated profits as giv-

Ên, For pesticide R6D, the determinants of the expected rcvenues are of

rignificant interest to this study, and hence are incorporated in the

conceptua I framework.

Bai ly (1972) assumed that firms in the U.S. pharmaceutical industry

are profit maximizers, and that a representative firm sets its R6D budg-

et so that the discounted cost of developing one additionaì drug is

equal to the discounted returns generated from result¡ng saìes. He de-

fines the returns functîon as total firm sales revenues, Sit, less manu-

facturing and distribution costs, ,it

v it= \t- tt for firm i in year t.

Baily assumes that returns are a function of market size, ,r, a vector

of demand factors, ät, and previous drug introductions. ln particular,

Bai ly assumes returns i n year t to be di rectly proport¡onal to market

size in year t. Variables specified as demand factors include product

prices and promotional expenditures, and other unspecified 'relevant de-

cision variablesr. Finalìy, he argues that since a drug patent has a ì7
year life, returns in year t are a function of all drug introductions by

the f irm over the previous lJ years, 
\a, tj,tji.., Nit:lz

His returns function is given as

v / Z - g (x , N , N ,...,it r ir ir ir-I N ,U )ir- 17 ir
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where u is a disturbance term. Baiìy assumes that the firm chooses x..it 
_-,,t LrreL Lrrç I trflt 

Lt
to maximize V , and that the maximized valug, v*, .is a stabìe functionir
of the other exogenous variables. He further assumes that the contribu-
tion to returns in year t, by a drug introduced in the previous rJ year
period, declines geometrically with t¡me.

The prof it maximizing assumption impìies that f irms will al locate R6D

resources to projects with the highest rate of return, thus forming the
basis for Baily's calculation of changes to the rates of return on R6D

earned by the pharmaceutical industry. He estimates returns functions
for six firms for the period ,|95!-ì963. 

|tleighted-mean vaìues of returns
from these six equations are used to estimate the returns from a repre-
sentative new drug, for each of the ì/ years following introduction. Av-

erage development costs for a representat¡ve new drug are calculated
from an industry production function specified by Baiìy (to be fuily
díscussed in section 3.6) so that an internal rate of returnr5 may be

caìcuìated for any year during the study period.

Although Baily was abìe to demonstrate that the internal rate of re-
turn had decreased, his model is limited ¡n that it gives no estimates
of the impacts of individuaì exogenous variables on the rate of return.
Furthermore, changes in the internal rate of return are not sufficient
to demonstrate that a shift in RsD resources has occurred. such a shift
would occur only ¡f the change resulted in the est¡mated rate of return
to drug R6D being lower than that earned on some alternative investment.

This is the value by which future
counted to the present so that
equal the present value of costs.

cost or revenue streams are dis-
the present vaìue of returns just

lr
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The rest of this chapter develops a simple framework to overcome the

problems identified with models specified by previous researchers.

3.2,1.3 Use of the Returns Function

Following Scherer and Baily, this study specifies a returns (revenues

less costs of production-less RED costs, distr¡but¡on and promotion)

function. That is, bre assume these costs are proport¡onal to expected

revenues. ln particular' bre assume that these costs are a function sole-

ly of the guantity of formulated product sold. This assumption is not

unreasonabìe, given the structure of this particular industry. Recal I

from Chapter 2 that the role of the Canadian firm is primarily that of a

distributor. ln particuìar, approximately 70 percent of the active in-

gredients used in Canada are imported in the formulated state. Thus,

the cost of the formulated product is largeìy set by the parent firm.
Those entities for which large volumes are formuìated in canada (such as

2,!-D and IICPA) tend to be compounds developed weìì before the period

dur i ng wh i ch the impact of regul at i on became an i ssue.

Finally' we are primari ly interested in comparing pesticide develop-

ment decision naking between tbro scenarios, with reguìation and w¡thout.

lle assume that the costs of product i on, promot i on, and d i str i but i on are

not significantly infìuenced by reguìation. Support for this assumption

is implied in the studies reviewed in Section 3.6, all of which concen-

trate on estimating the impact of regulation solely on the costs of R6D.

l.¡r Short Run Analysis
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ln any given time period, Canadian pesticide firms operate in an un-

certain environment. First, they are constrained in the choice of one

input, that is, in the selection of candidate compounds. Thus, planned

development may change with the avai labi I ity of a new candidate. Next,

expected values of costs and returns cannot be certain, as vaìues of the

exogenous variabìes may onìy be forecast. The effect of regulation in

particular would appear to be subject to great uncertainty, âS changes

in basic toxicoìogical and environmental knowledge underlie changes in

reguìation. Again, discounted profit and therefore pìanned development

may change as the forecast values of these variabìes change.

Therefore, the conceptual framework developed here is constructed in

terms of expected discounted return and cost functions for a representa-

tive RêD project j, developed by a representative firm i in year t. The

term'RED project' is hereby defined to mean the contemplated production

of a unique R6D output (ttrat is, a unique registration). I'Je assume the

production plant, the RED managerial input, and the environment under

which the firm makes itrs development decisions fixed during this time

period. Within this time period, firms select between projects invoìving

some set of separate entities, but the number of candidate entities

avai labìe within the period is fixed. That is, we assume firms pìan

their development strategy at any point in time on the bel ief that no

additional entities will be discovered.

[.Je assume that the d i scount rate used by the representat ive f i rm i i n

evaluating these projects is the opportunity cost equaì to the highest

return avai lable from an alternative investment. For simpì icîty, we wi I ì

measure this opportunity cost by a proxy, defined as the annual average

prime interest rate quoted by Canadian chartered banks
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,'3,2,2 Firm Decision-makinq in Proiect Seìection

j,Z.2.l Development From a Singìe Candidate Entity

" Pest i c i de RED output cons i sts of separate use comb i nat i ons (and hence

.targel markets) for each new pest i c i de ent i ty. I gnor i ng for now the

specification of the forecasting procedure, wê assume that firm i fore-

casts the expected returns from sales to each target market. S¡mi larly,
the associated costs of deveìopment are also estimated. Furthermore,

values of costs incurred and revenues accrued are assumed known for each

year of the planning horizon, for each development project j. Develop-

ment for each use is asssumed to commence in time t.
Assume for now an absence of regulation. Even for this state of the

worìd, the firm must sti I ì incur R6D costs to demonstrate the efficacy

and (to some extent) the safety of the entÌty for each desired use. Such

R6D wi I I be necessary to prov i de i nformat i on to users regard i ng the

methods' rates, and frequency ol 
"ppì 

ication, to substantiate the claims

made in the promotion of the new use, and to protect the firm from law_

suits. Given the characterization of the pesticide industry as an ol i-
gopoly whose firms compete through the introduction of differentiated
products, the prov i s i on of such i nformat i on appears cons i stent wi th
profit maximization.

The resources required to demonstrate efficacy and safety wi I I vary

f rom use to use, hence so too wi I I the costs of RED. l,le assume the

sales voìume to vary with each use, impìying that the expected returns
also vary. For each project, the expected returns and deveìopment costs

of each year of the planning horizon are discounted to year t, and the

discounted expected profits are compared. Assuming profit maximization,
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we hypothesÌze that firms will develop potential uses of an entity in

order of decreasing expected discounted profit. For example, in Figure

3.2, a prof it-maximizing f irm v,,ouìd deveìop use A of entity X f irst,

followed by use B, and use C. Development of use D wouìd not proceed

because expected discounted RgD costs exceed expected discounted re-

tur ns .

3.2 .2 .2 Deve ìopment F rom |lore Than One Ent i ty

The above hypothesis is not substantiaìly changed if we assume the

firm has more than one candidate entity, each entity with several poten-

tial uses. lndividuaì uses are developed according to expected profit-

abiìity, regardless of which entity is the source. Deveìopment ceases

for that use for which expected discounted deveìopment costs just exceed

expected discounted returns.

To summarize, the discounted expected profit, H, for a representative

project j, is the difference between the discounted expected returns, V,

and the discounted expected R60 costs, C(R¿D):

H = ! - c(RsD) .

ln turn, the discounted expected

of a set of exogenous variables,

returns for each project are a function

w. Simi larìy, discounted expected RED

exogenous var i ab ì es y. That i s:

and C (RsO) , and ca I -

and developed on the

costs are function of a set of

= f (w) - g(y).

At time t, for each project j, firm i forecasts V

culates the corresponding H. Projects are ranked

bas i s of these expected prof i ts.

é

H
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Figure 3.2

Ranking of Development Projects
by Comparing Discounted Returns

to Discounted Costs
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ln period t+1, the firm repeats the forecasting and evaìuation, aì-

though the set of projects may have changed. ln particuìar, certain uses

wi I ì have been developed, and new candidate entities may be avai lable

for deve ì opment commenc i ng i n per i od t+ I . The vaìues of the exogenous

variables in period t+l differ from their values in period t, ând hence

change the expected discounted profit of each particular project.

Changes in these exPected profits in turn change the composition of the

entire development program and the order in whìch projects are developed

i n the progr am.

Section 3.6 presents hypotheses of the impacts of reguìation on dis-

counted exPected RED costs and returns. 0n this basis, we include regu-

la'.ion as an exogenous var iable in each of w and y Thus, the impact

of regulation on the industry may be shown through the effects on ex-

pected profit for a representative project, the selection of projects

deve I oped, and the order i n wh i ch they are deve I oped.

To this point, we have assumed that discounted expected R6D costs and

returns vary with each use. The foì ìowing sections specify, for a repre-

sentative pesticide use development project, the exogenous variabìes w

and y The forms of these functions are also specified.

3.3 SPECIFICATION OF THE DISCOUNTED EXPECTEO RSD COST FUNCTION

toR A REPRTSENTAT tVE PRoJECT, A55ru9, N0 REGULAT t0N

lle begin by assuming that for year t, the f irm has avaiìable for de'

velopment only one entity, for which there is only one use. lle further

assume a fixed coefficient product¡on function relationship, i ì lustrated

in Figure J.J.
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|Je def ine two variable inputs, the candidate entity. and a homogeneous

bundle of other R6D inputs. Comanor (ì965) and Vernon and Gusen (t97i+)

both employ the number of professional RSD personnel as a proxy for RêD

input. That approach is used here, that is, bre specify RSD labor as a

Proxy for the homogeneous input. The fixed coefficient production func-

tion implies that a certain minimum level of RED labor is necessary to

successfully develop the potential use. That is, as the level of R6D la-

bor increases, the probability of successful development increases. How-

ever' no RED output is produced until this probability is equal to some

minimum leveì 'a', as shown by point A in Figure l.J. Further additions

of the labor input do not increase the output, however they do increase

the probability of successful registration.

Short run costs may be expressed as an increasing function of the

level of output and of the prices of the ¡nputs (Henderson and Quandt,

1980, P.83). For the successful deveìopment of a singìe use (t¡at is,

hoìding output constant at one), discounted expected R6D costs are an

increasing function in each of: the average, over the deveìopment peri-

od, of the projected values for R6D wage, and the average, oV€r the de-

veìopment period, of the yearly forecasted values for the cost¡. of the

cand i date ent i ty. The va I ues of each of these exogenous var i ab ì es are

assumed to be forecast over that portion of the planning horizon prior

to commercial introduction of project j. (The definitíon of RED output

adopted in this study suggests that, in the absence of regulation, the

costs of R6D for a specif ied project cease upon commercial ¡ntroduc-

¡t This cost could
ment, that is,
whether Canad i an

represent some portion of the sunk
those costs incurred by the Þarent
development is undertaken or not.

costs of deveìop-
f i rnr regard I ess of



tion) . Furthermore, for each var i able

relationship is I inear. That is, assuming

C(R¿D) = b P(L) + b P(E ), wnere b ,b

7tl

hre assume that this functionaì

all other factors constant,

¡ 0,
2k 12

y{here P(L) is the RED wage variable, and P(l) is the variable for the

cost of the kth candidate entity. Such a linear relationship is consis-

tent with the lack of input substitution impl ied by the fixed coeffi-

cicnt production funct¡on. Al I other R6D inputs are assumed fixed, and

hence are irrelevant to the development decision.

Fol lowing llansfield (.l968, p.47), we hypothesize that the amount of

RSD labor input expended to achieve success will vary from use to use.

Thus, as the technical problems to be overcome become more complex, the

production function shifts to point Ar in Figure J.J. Therefore, dis-

counted expected R6D costs are also a function of the technical diffi-

culty inherent in successfuì development of the particular use combina-

tion. ln particular, we assume that RED costs increase at an increasing

rate as the degree of difficuìty increases. Th¡s assumption implies that

there are diminishing returns to the combination of more R6D labor with

the fixed manageriaì input. These. hypothesized properties may be ex-

pressed by the exponent i a I funct i on. That ls, ceterus par i bus,

c(R6D) - "b3t b > o,,3

where F is the degree of technicaì diff¡culty. The value of this vari-

able is assumed to renain constant over the development period. This

functional forn is consistent þrith that chosen by ltansfield (1968). He

assumed that the probability of unsucccssful dcvelopment was an exponen-

tial function of the technicaì d¡fficulty inherent ¡n the project. Giv-



en the signif icance of eff icacy in the Pestic¡de

this study adopts the inverse of the Percentage

yields between treated and untreated test plots

variable. As the percentage difference decreases'

ì. wage of the RED labor input (+)

2. cost of the candidate entity (+)

3. degree of technicaì diff¡culty inherent
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development decision'

difference in crop

as a proxy for th i s

prov i ng eff i cacy be-

R6D costs are hypoth-comes more difficult' and F increases.

esized to rise.

Hence,

To this point, hypothesized determinants of the discountcd expected

costs of R6D, along with their hypothesized signs' are I isted:

i n deve I op i ng each use

(+)

Suppose more than one use may be developed from a single candidate

entity. Once the decision to proceed with developing a single use is

made, the cost of the entity becomes f ixed for all additional uses. !'le

can incorporate this feature in our representative cost function by in-

clusion of a dummy variabìe, G. This variabìe takes on the value of the

cost of the candidate, P(E ), r+hen the project concerns the development
k

of the first use of an entity. For subsequent developments involving

the same entity, the dummy takes on the value of zero.

ln the absence of regulat¡on, bre assume the flrrrts R6D is focussed on

demonstrating efficacy, safety to the host crop, and safety to the user'

The amount of RED effort required to establish efficacy is assumed inde-

pendent among projects. For example, act¡vities to Êstabl¡sh that a her-

bicide is effective against a single weed species in severaì different

crops, or against several different weed species, would seem indepen-
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dent. However, data on safety to the host crop and to the user could

potcntiaì ly be reused, thus resulting in RSD cost savings. These sav-

ings can be indicated by a downward shift in the amount of R6D resources

rcqu¡red for successful completion of development of the additional use.

tor examp'le, assume a single entity X, with two possible uses A and B.

ln Figure J.lr, successfuì development of B requires h units of the homo-

geneous input, in the absence of data from development of A. However,

given this data only h'units are required.

tJe introduce a dummy variable, N, as a proxy to account for these

cost savings. The vaìue of this variabìe is the expected number of uses

to be developed during the pìanning horizon, for the set of uses with a

common candidate entity. Tne vaìue of this variable is assumed to remain

constant throughout the plannìng period. lle assume these cost savings

per proj ect dec I i ne at an i ncreas i ng rate, w¡ th i ncreas i ng numbers of

projects developed, impìying that only a certain portion of the data is

reusable. That is, because project A

regarding crop and human safety must

deveìoped f i rst, general data

generated. This data may be

is

be

reused by alì subsequent projects. Thus the cost savings to subsequent

projects årising from this general data are roughìy equal. However, data

generated for subsequent projects is quite specific in nature. Hence the

pool of reusable data shr i nks, âñd the resulting cost savings decl ine.

ln functional form,

C(R8D) - þ ìn N, b < o.44
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Figure 3.4

Ttre Anor¡'rt of R&D InPut
Required to Develop Use B of Ertity X

Under T\aro Assr-urPtions :

r)
2)

Use B Develo¡:ed First
Use A DerzeloPed. First'

B Isoquant Assr-uning
Developnent of Use B First

A Isoquant Assrrnrng
Developnent of Use B Preceded
B1z DeveloPrent of Use A

Candidate EntitY X
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:,'| , f¡ is ana ìys i s can be extended to the case where more than one cand i -

,:iiate entity is avaiìable. Development of the set of uses of each entity

..,is assumed independent of the sets of uses for alì other entities. The

,..,:.,'ppropr i ate va I ues of the dummy var i ab ìes depend on the number of spe-

'.ì:.i,," .

t,,.,c¡fic uses developed for a specific entity.

..:.-: Although we have assumed Canadian pesticide f irms are suff icìentìy
l:: .... ,

,.:.i,homogeneous that they may be modeìed in terms of a representative f irm'

....,,severa I hypotheses have been advanced concern i ng i nter-f i rn d i fferences
l:iì.1

,,,, in the per un i t cost of RED output. l{e now examine these hypotheses f or

ì,,their re ìevance to the Canad ian pest ic ide industry.
:.,:t.' llinasian (.l962, pp.96-98) hypothesized a positive relationship be-

:., t.
:,-,,tween RED output and the degree of f irm dÌversif ication (t¡rat is, the
ì:.
,rìl number of f inished product markets suppl ìed by the f irm) . l'linas ian

cites four reasons for this assumption: ì) new discoveries may be used

in the production of more than one product, 2) the research finding may

not be appì icabìe to a ìess diversified firm's product ì ine, 3) a Par-

ticular finding may require speciaìized testing equipment unavailable to

a less diversif ied f irm, and li) unanticipated f indings may be more read-

ily recognized and used by the more diversified firm. Thus, the recogni-

tion and transferabiìity of discoveries across product lines reduces the

development cost of any given new product.

Schumpeter (ì950) and Galbraith (.l956) are among the foremost propo-

nents of ttie hypothesis that a positive relationship exists between firm

size and the output of R&0. The arguments of this school of thought are

summarized by Scherer (ì980, pp.¡{13-¿rì¡{). Their f irst Proposition is
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As firm size increases, the

fixed cost of R6D is easier to finance because the cost is spread over

an increasingly larger product output. The cost of funds to finance RED

is assumed to decrease as firm size increases. Furthermore, the econo-

mies of scale in the conduct of RED are assumed to increase with firm

size. Each of these factors reduce the per unit cost of RêD output.

Finalìy' economies of scale in promotion and distribution are assumed to

increase with firm size. These economies of scale reduce the per unit

cost of production and allow for subsidization of the R6D effort. Thus,

all of these size related factors affect the supply of RED output by re-

ducing e¡ther the cost of R6D or the per unit cost of production.

The second proposition is that RED is risky. Projects are assumed to

vary in the probability of attaining a given level of return, and hence

in the magnitude of their expected return. Profit maximizing firms wi I I

develop those projects with the greatest expected returns. However, for

any set of projects of equal expected returns, the risk associated with

each project will vary. For some projects the risk may be ìarge, that

is, the þrobability of either large returns or of large ìosses, will be

significant. For the small firm, the cost of failure may mean bankrupt-

cY. The larger the firm, however, the greater its resources to absorb

the cost of failure. Assuming firms are equally risk averse, the large

firm is thus more likely to proceed with deveìopment than is the small

f irm.
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1,3,1 Specification of the R6D Cost Function in the Canadian Context

, The hypothesized impacts of firm diversification and firm size are

not directìy applicabìe to the Canadian pesticide industry. l'linasiants

arguments relate to research discoveries. As noted above, the multina-

tíonal parent firm, not the Canadian subsidiary, discovers new entities.

lf the hypothesis is correct, differences in parent firm diversification

shouìd resuìt in differences in the number of candidate compounds avail-

able to the subsidiary. Simi larly, the hypothesized relationship be-

tween the cost of RED output and firm size is more relevant at the level

of the parent firm. The previous Chapter indicated that the most costly

RED activities are conducted by the parent firm, not the Canadian sub-

sidiary. Furthermore, we have argued in Section J.2.1. I that differenc-

es in scale between Canadian pesticide firms are small. Differences in

parent firm size that resuìt in differences in the per unit cost of RED

output should aìso be reflected ín the number of candidate compounds

avai labìe to the Canadian subsidiary. Therefore, we incìude the number

of candidate entities, E, avaiìable to firm i in year t as a proxy vari-
able, to account for the effects of parent firm size and diversity on

the per unit cost of Canadian pesticide RED output. The vaìue of this

variable is assumed constant throughout the planning horizon. using a

single variable to measure both effects is supported by l,linasian (1962,

P.96) who argues that'tin most cases, scale also represents diversifica-
tionrr.

Previous research has focussed on measuring the impact of firm size

on the efficiency of the R&D process at the level of the parent firm.

Hence, functional forms hypothesized in those studies apply to indus-



tr i es at the Parent f i rm

pacts at the level of the

fore, does not suggest an

8l

level . Thi s study focusses on hypothesi zed im-

subsidiary firm. Previous research, there-

appropriate functional form to use, hence, wê

hypothesizeasimpìelinearrelationship.Specifically:

c(R6D)- \E, ts<0.
To summarize, firms are assumed to forecast their expected costs of

RÊD based on forecast values of the cxogenous variables in year t' That

is, firms form their cxpectat¡ons using information availabìe at time t'

At time t, we assume that firms know the R6D wage for the't'th period'

The wage may be exPected to change over the life of the development pro-

ject.. ble assume that firms extrapolate current trends in this wage to

arrive at the value used in the forecasting process. ln particular' we

assume that the vaìue for each subsequent year of the development period

iscaìculatedbyextrapolatingthevalueinbaseyear,t.vbytheannual

percentage change, *V, in the value over the v year period' The period v

is defined as the average number of years required for development of

all uses registered by firm i in year t. That is, changes in the value

of the R6D wage for the current Period are cstimated from the average of

changes for prevîous periods. For example, assume the average number of

years required for deveìoPment of all uses registered by firm i in year

t is 2 years. Further assume that R&D wages increased 3 Percent annuaìly

during this 2 year period. suPpose that development of project i is con-

templated in year t, and the ìength of the development period is expect-

ed to,be 3 years. Then R60 wages in year t+l are forecast to be 3 per-

cent higher than in year t. Simiìariìy, h'ages in year t*2 are projected

to be J percent higher than in year t+i'
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Simîlariìy, we assume that at t¡me t, firms know the cost of the can-

didate entity k for the 't'th period. That is, we assume that parent

firms charge some portion of the fixed costs of developing k'

Canadian firms are aware of the magnitude of this cost prior

tial Canadian develoPment. The magnitude of these costs is

for subsequent years of the deveìopment period in the same

and that

to Poten-

cst ¡mated

f ash ion as

described for the RED wage.

The values for the remaining variables are cstimated in year t and

are assumed to remain constant throughout the development period. The

degree of difficulty in developing any use j is assumed to be estimated

from parent firm data for simi ìar uses. Once Canadian testing begins'

this value is taken from results of tests in Canada. The number of uses

developed is not known unti I after development. However, we assume that

firms are able to forecast this value from examining the available re-

sults from testing by the parent comPany. For exampìe, if three uses

are being developed by the parent firm in host croPs that were identi-

fied in Section 2. I as major Canadian markets, then the Proxy variabìe

takes on the value of three. Finaìly, the number of entities available

to firm i for Canadian development is also assumed known at time t.

Thus, the discounted expected R6D cost function for a representative

use j of candidate k, for firm i, at time t, DâY be expressed as:

C(RgD) - b P(L) + b G * "b{+ b.¡n N +'12u4 E,

.,

)

5

t

b

where P (L) = the average

deve I oPment

. the average

wage paid to RED labor over the

>0,

cost of ehtity k, P(E ),

for eca s ted

period, b1

for eca s ted )

0when j is the first use of k developed'

- 0, otherwise,

b>
2
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the degree of technical diff¡culty inherent in developing

use j, b > 0,
3

the expected number of uses of entity k developed,

including use j, b > 0,
4

the number of candidate ent i ties avai labìc for development

in year t, b < 0.
5

3.q sPEC rF rCAT r0N 0F THE D tSCoUNTED EXPECTED RETURN l!lEl!g!,
F0R A REPRESENTAT rVE BBIJEE, ASSUT,I rNG N0 REGULAT r0N

þJe have defined returns to be the difference between revenues and the

costs of production (less RED costs), distribution, and promotion. Fur-

thermore, these costs are assumed to be a function soìely of the quanti-

ty of formuìated product sold. lJe shaìì argue that revenues aìso are a

function of a set of variables that include the quantity of formuìated

product. Hence, returns and revenues are functions of the same set of

variables. The following discussion identifies these exogenous vari-

ables.

The Canadian pesticide industry has been character¡zed in this study

as a differentiated oligopoly. This market structure implies that each

firm faces its own distinct demand curve. The firm is tble to determine

either price or quantity sold, but not both (Henderson and Quandt, 1980,

p.208) . The modeì constructed in this study assumes that the quantity

sold of a formulated product cmbodying a specific R6D output is a func-

tion of a set of variables including prices and promotional expenditures

of the firm and its rivals. Sales revenues are defined as the product of

price and quantity sold. Hence, sales rcvenues are also a function of

this same set of price and promotional expenditure variables.
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Schmookler (1962,.l966) stressed the importance of demand factors on

R6D output. He argued that the supply of new products and processes re-

Sponds with a lag to changes in the exPected gains from such inventions'

The expected gain, in turn, is directly related to the expeeted saìes of

the good embodying the invention. Schmookler further stated that the ex-

pected sales of capi tal goods were largeìy based on current sales of

capi tal goods. He hyPothes i zed that the number of capi tal goods 'i nven-

tions wouìd vary over time and among industries, in direct ProPort¡on to

current sales of capitaì goods to that industry. Schmookler thus attrib-

uted the invention to the industry usìng the invention, rather than to

the i ndustr i es that suppl i ed them.

Schmookler compared time series of patents to series for investment

and for expenditures on capìtal goods for the railroad industry for the

period lSt¡O-l95O.He concluded that the number of patents varied direct-

ly with the output and investment variables. ln particuìar, the number

of patents responded with a lag to changes in investment and expendi-

tures. Simi lar conclusions brere reached for t¡me series analyses of the

petroìeum refining and bui lding industries. Final ly, cross section re-

gression analysis also supported the hypothesis' "

Nelson, Peck, and Kalachek (ì967, PP.28-3!) expanded on Schmookler's

work by identifying several independent factors that ìead to changes in

demand. They argued that increases in the demand for advances which re-
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duce the cost of exist¡ng products, or for advances which permit higher

performance, both lead to shifts in existing or latent product demand.

Nelson et. aì. suggest that a Proxy for product demand

level of the industry demanding the innovation.

i s the output

One can interpret the hypothesis advanced by Schmookler and refined

by Nelson et. al. to mean that demand, and hence exPectcd revenues, for

a particular use combination is an increasing function of the number of

potential users. Baiìy (tglz) employed nat¡onal income as a measure of

the demand for all drugs, arguing that both government and consumers are

ìarge purchasers of pharmaceuticaìs. Peltzman (.l974) used two measures

of market si2e in his study of the pharmaceutical industry. He hypoth-

esized that the number of new entities marketed in year t was a function

of the output of all drugs and of physician's services, both measured at

the time development commences. Both of these studies assumed expected

returns to be directly Proportional to market size' Applying their

framework to agriculturaì crop Protect¡on, increases in the demand for a

particular agriculturaì pesticide use combination could be measured by

an increase in the outPut of the corrnodity using the pesticide' Actual

agricultural output frequentìy differs from that planned, because of the

infìuence of weather. However, the ìevel of acreage Provides a measure

of planned outPut. Therefore this study employs a proxy variable, Z ,

defined as the average vaìue' over the planning horizon, of the forecast

acreage treated þrith chem¡cal Pest¡cides f.or the Part¡cular host crop-

target pest use combinat¡on. Rather than assuming returns to be dircct-

ly prOportiOnal to market siZe, we assLtme returns inCrease at a decreas-

ing rate. This functional form implies an uPPer bound on the amount of
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pest¡cides farmers will consume. such an assumption appears reaìistic,
given that land is fixed in the short run, and hence further appì ica_

tions of Pesticides wi I I lead to diminishing returns. One functional

form that possesses the hypothesized properties is:
a

V - Z .1 a > O.tl
Nelson' Peck, 3ñd Kalachek also observed that growing input scarci ty

(rising relative cost) would increase demand for products which con-

served the scarce resource. They suggest that increases in the reaì fac-
tor Price would be a measure of such scarcity. Alternate forms of pest

control vary in their labor requirements. Prior to the introduction of

chemical pesticides, the primary methods of pest control in both the

United States and Canada were cultural. These methods include crop ro-
tation, altering the time of planting, ti ì lage, sanitation, and destruc_

tion of alternate hosts (Agricultural lnstitute of canada, ì9g.l, p.3;

0ffice of Technoìogy Assessment, lg7g, p.ì2). The latter three methods

are al ì comparativeìy more labor intensive than chemical means of pest

control . Ti ì lage rema i ns the pr imary al ternative method of weed control
(Agricultural lnstitute of Canada, l98l, p.8). lntegrated pest Tanage-
nent (lPfi) is the most promising alternative to insecticides in fruit
and vegetable production (Agricultural lnstitute of canada, l9gì,
p'9).¡? Aìthough there are several definitions of this pest management

approach, êãch stresses the importance of information regarding pest

populations to reduce the voìume and frequency of insecticide appl ica-
tions. The primary cost of lPll ¡s the labor component involved with mon-

¡? ln fact, lP¡t has become quite well established in apple and potatocrop Protection (Stemeroff and George, 1983). The previous chapterindicated that a large proportion oi ttte totaì voìume of insecticidesand fungicides appl ied in Canada is for these tþJo crops.
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itering the pest population (Agricultural lnstitute of Canada, .l981,

p.l0; 0ffice of Technology Assessment, ,|979, p.79). Hence, chemicaì pes-

t.¡ c ¡ des aPPear to conserve I abor i n the crop protect ¡ on process. Thus,

we can interpret this hypothesis in terms of the influence on demand of

relative factor prices. Therefore, the conceptual modeì will include an

approPriateìy defined index of the real wage as a measure of this scar-

city.

These alternative forms of pest control åre not as specif ic to host

tiìlage iscrop and to target pest as are chem i ca I pest ¡ c i des . Thus ,

used in many crops to control nany different species of weeds. The very

essence of integrated pest management is that the crop and its variour

pests are cons idered as a system. Hence, the value of these var iabìes

do not vary across specific uses, but rather across broadly defined pes-

tic¡de markets. ln particular, forms of weed control other than herbi-

cides rely primari ly on farm labor. Hence, for herbicide markets, the

scarcity of ìabor is measured by an index of the reaì wage of farm la-

bor. As indicated previously, integrated pest management (lPl.1) is an im-

portant aìternative to chemical insecticides. Thus, the appropriate

measure of scarcity for insecticide markets is an index of the real wage

of lPl'l scouts.

Previous research does not suggest an appropriate functional form for

this hypothesized reìati.onship. Using the same argument made for the

market size var iabìe, di scounted cxpected. returns are hypothesized to

increase at a decreasing rate with increasing real wage, bJ:

V-bJtr3 )0,
o'),-

where t/= the average value, over the planning horizon, of the

forecasted reaì wage of farm labor for herbicide markets, tnd
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and fungicide markets.

al. relates demand to reìative

factor prices. ln a more general sense, the demand for new Pestic¡de

registrations is derived from the demand for pesticide inPuts in the

production process, which in turn is derived from the demand for the ag-

ricultural corx¡odi ty produced. The corresponding input demand function

can be shown to be a function of the price of the outPut and of the in-

put pr¡ces (Henderson and Quandt, ì980, p.80). The hypothesized rela-

tionship between the prices of the pest control inputs has just been

discussed. þ'le now hypothesize that the demand and expected returns to a

representative new registration is a posit¡ve function of the price of

the agr i cul tura I commod i ty.

ln particular, we hypothesize that the expected returns ¡ncrease at a

decreas i ng rate as the pr i ce of the agr i cul tura I commod i ty i ncreases.

This functionaì form impt ies that successive increments in the commodity

price lead to successiveìy smaììer positive increments. in expected re-

turns. This behavior is consistent with the diminishing returns to the

further appl ication of the pestic¡de input. Furthermore, the form recog-

nizes that the more vaìuable the commodity, the more ìikeìy the develop-

ment of many pestic¡des, and hence diminishing expected dollar returns

to any one registration. The part¡cular functional form is

V - P (oP3, 
"3t o,

where P(o) = the average vaìue, over the planning horizon, of the

forecast commodity price, where the cornrodity

corresponds to that for wh i ch reg i strat i on i s attempted.
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Us ing the f ramer^,ork descr ibed ear ì ier in th is chapter, Scherer (1967)

identified several additional determinants of the expected returns for a

given development project. ln particular, Scherer identifies the size

of advertising expenditures and the price of the new product relative to

its competitors, as factors influencing the position of the benefits

function.

ln the absence of advertisingr Goñsumer tastes are assumed to uni-
formìy influence all firms of the industry. Advertising has been hypoth-

esized to raise the demand curve of firm i (Kaldor, l95O), by altering
the preferences of consumers (Doyìe, .l968) . Us ing Scherer,s framework,

advert¡sing by firm i causes an upward shift in the benefits (returns)

function. The expected profit at any time t is therefore higher. Bai ly

0972) hypothesìzed that returns to a representative pharmaceutical RsD

project were positiveìy reìated to advertising expenditures, but he did

not test th i s. Vernon and Gusen (ì 974) i nc I ude promot i ona I expend i tures

as a determinant of average sales per new pharmaceutical èntity. How-

ever' the promotional variabìe was dropped from their regression anaìy-

sis because of a high degree of correlation w¡th firm sales. Therefore,

foì ìowing these researchers, we hypothesize that returns to a represen-

tative pesticide R6D project are an increasing function of advertising

expend i tures, A.

The lack of empirical test¡ng of this hypothesis results in the ab-

sence of accepted functional forms. 0ur primary concern is to incorpo-

rðte this variable in the conceptuaì framework, not to derive the exact

functionaì form. Therefore, w€ assume that discounted expected returns

are an increasing function , at a decreasing rate, of the average value,
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of forecast advert i s ¡ ng expend i tures. Spe-

cificallY:

v - F4, .4 t 0.

This functional form impìies that the positive cffect of advertising de-

creases brith additional expenditures. Two arguments may be cited in sup-

port of this hypothesis. There is evidence that diminishing returns to

sales revenues set in as the number of advert¡sing messages increase.

That is, a saturation point in consumer receptiveness is reached, and

further advertising beyond this point results in a negative reaction

(Scherer, 1980, p.l09). Secondìy, in an oligopoly where rivalry for mar-

ket share is conducted primari ly through product differentiation, in-

creasing advertis¡ng expenditures wi I I precipitate a strong reaction

from rivaìs. As the ìevel of firm i's advertising expenditures rises, so

too do those of rivaìs. Given a reìatively fixed market size in the

short run, the effects of advertising cancel out, implying a rapid onset

of diminishing marginat returns (Scherer, 1980, pp.3BB,3B9). Recal I

that the Canadian pesticide industry was characterized as a differenti-
ated oìigopoìy in Chapter 2. Product advertisements frequentìy promote

aìl uses for an ent¡ty. Therefore we assume that the vaìue of this
variable is uniform across all projects derived from the same ent¡ty.

Foì ìowing traditionaì demand theory, Scherer (ì967) hypothesizes that

as the relative price of the new product increases, âì ì other factors

constant, the demand and hence expected return fal ls. ln the framework

developed by Scherer, âh increase in relative price shifts the returns
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Baily (1972) included prices of the new product and rival products in

his returns function, but assumed the firm was able to adjust its rela-

t ive pr i ce each year so that prof i ts were maximi zed. Our concern, how-

cver' is in specification of the relevant variabìes. Using Scherer's

framework and assuming as relative price increases expected revenues and

returns decrease, we hypothesize that expected returns are inversely re-

lated to the cost per hectare of the new cntity relative to the costs

per hectare of major use alternative pesticides. The stud¡es conducted

by Arthur D. Little, lnc. (1975, pp.b6,47) and Stanford Research lnsti-

tute (1917, pp.l0-ì8) lend empirical support to the inclusion of rela-

tive price as an explanatory factor. ln particular, the reìative price

variable wi I I be represented by a proxy, defined as the cost per hec-

tare¡¡ of the chemical pesticide possessing the largest market share.

That is, as the cost per hectare of the leader increases, the relative

price of the new entity decreases, and the anticipated market share in-

creases. This proxy represents an adequate measure of relativ.e price be-

cause a favorable price of the new ent¡ty relative to the market leader

must in turn be favorably reìated to prices of competitive products.

The par t i cu I ar funct i ona I form chosen i s:

V = a P(m) , ê > 0,
55

where P(m)- the average vaìue of the forecasted cost per hectare

projected over the planning horizon, of the pesticide

possess i ng the ì argest market share.

It Assuming the recommendeo' rate and frequency of icat
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pesticide firms are unable to practice price discrimination between

different target markets, âs individual farmers may be members of many

of these markets. Thus, the vaìue of the price variable will be the same

for several of the uses developed from the tame entity, when the compet-

ítive product is the same for these markets.

The expected returns to a project j are assumed forecast in year t.

That is, as with the RED cost function, the values of the exogenous

variables must be based on information avai labìe at time t. Forecasts

for the exogenous variabìes are assumed to be performed as described for

the RED cost function. ln particular, expected values are est¡mated by

extrapolating the vaìue in base year t, by the annual percentage change,

+V, in the value over the previous v year period. The period v is de-

fined as the average number of years required for deveìopment of al ì

uses registered by firm i in year t. Thus, the extrapolation procedure

assumes that firms base their expectations on the belief that past

trends repeat themseìves. The manner in which v is defined al lows the

information gained from new registrat¡ons to be incorporated ¡nto the

forecast i ng procedure. Thus, for the market s i ze, Pt i ce of the scarce

labor input, commodity price, advertis¡ng expenditure, iêlative price

and firm size variables, the value in year t+l is calculated by cxtrapo'

lating the value in year t by the annual percentage change for the v

year period. For example, n¡arket size in year t+l is derived by the for-

mula:

| - z * (loo++v)/ì00.
t+I t

Scherer 's mode ì assumes that there are no d i fferences i n product

qual ity between firms. However, as Comanor (196!) argues, when rivaìry
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takes place primari ly by means of product differentiation, then exPected

returns are Positively related to product qual ity.

Lancaster (.l966) presents a theory of consumption in which differenc-

es in product quality play a large role. Lancaster argues that goods are

not the di rect object of preference, rather consumers der ive uti I i ty

from consumption of characteristics embodied in goods. For example, Pos-

sibìe characteristics cmbodied in an appìe include flavor, texture, âhd

juiciness. The consumer is assumed able to rank al I possible combina-

tions of characteristics in terms of his preferences, w¡th the objective

to maximïze utility subject to a budget constraint. The demand for goods

is der ived from the demand for characterist¡cs. Lancaster argues that

most new products are simpìy packages of existing characteristics in new

proportions. 0ther new goods possess more of each characteristic than do

existing goods. Assuming relative prices and the levels of other charac-

ter¡stics constant, Lancaster's framework impì ies that the demand for a

new good is positiveìy related to increasing levels of the desired char-

acteristic.

This study assumes that, as pesticides are an input in the agricul-

tura l product i on process, one re ì evant character i st i c demanded by farm

firms is that of host crop yieìd savings.other characteristics, such as

product safety and ease of use, are much harder to quantify and hence

compare. Therefore bre assume that savings in yield represent tn adequate

proxy for product quaì ity. This choice is supported by the cmpirical

studies conducted by Arthur D. L¡ttle, lnc. and Stanford Research lnsti-

tute. Both of these studies reported strong cmphasis on the importance

of the relative efficacy betþreen new and existing pesticides.
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ln particular, the proxy wi I I be represented by the d i fference i n

yield savings between the new use j, and that of the competitive product

holding the largest market share in year t. As the yield advantage of

new use j increases relative to the existing market leader, the dis-

counted exPected returns increase. Gíven the lack of empirical test¡ng

of this hypothesis by previous researchers, hre assume a linear function-

al form. Specifically:

U-tt,B >0,

where Ys the difference in yieìd savings between new use j and the ex-

isting market leader, in year t. This functional form implies that the

greater the relative yield savings, the greater the expected returns.

The vaìue for this variable is assumed to remain constant throughout the

pl ann i ng hor i zon.

Firm size has also been hypothesized to be a factor positively reìat-

ed to R6D returns. Comanor (.|965) argues that the seì I ing capabi I ities

of a f-irm increase with firm size. Aside from economies of scale in
promotion, scherer (ì980, p.¡+l!) argues that ìarger f i rms may have

wel l-establ i shed marketing channels that perm¡t them to penetrate mar-

'tets more rapidly than their smaller rivaìs. That is, we may interpret

these arguments to mean that a firm with many well known products cre-

ates, in addition to the effects of direct promot¡on, demand for its new

product because of the firm image. Following the time value of money

concePt, Scherer states that the the faster the penetration, the greater

the discounted returns from deveìoping the new product. I f we assume

ì

e

that development costs are the same for alì firm sizes, then this hy-

pothesis impì ies that the marginaì return is greater for larger than for
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smaller firms. Assuming firms deveìop to that project where the develop-

ment costs just exceed the returns, then this hypothesis implies that

RED output is also a function of firm size. This second hypothesis has

been tested by Scherer (ì965), Comanor (196Ð, and Vernon and Gusen

(1974). Thus the RsD output of ìarger firms shouìd be greater than

smaller firms, all other factors equaì.

Scherer (1965) attempted to estimate the influence of market demand

on the output of R&D for a sampìe of 4¡+8 U.S. industrial corporations.

He regressed firm sales for 1955 on the number of patents issued to the

firm in 1959. Although statistical ly significani., his results are diff¡-

cult to interpret from the viewpoint of supply and demand factors.

Scherer neglects the hypothesized infìuences of firm size on the suppìy

of RED. Hence, his regression couìd be measuring a mixture of supply and

demand factors captured by firm size.

Comanor (lge¡) hypothesized that RôD output b/as a function of R6D in-

put (number of R6D personnel), firm size (measured by sales), and diver-

sification. ln particular, Comanor hypothesized that increased seì I ing

capabi I ities resuìted from increasing firm size. 0n the other hand, Co-

manor included an interaction variable, defined as the product of R6D

input and firm size. This variabìe was hypothesized to measure the ef-

fects of increased problems of organization attributed to increasing

firm size. Comanor employed ìinear regression to estimate the effects on

pharmaceutical RED for a sample of !/ firms. His results were statisti-

caì ly significant, but as Vernon and Gusen (ì974) observe, difficult to

interpret. Specifical ly, they argue that Comanor¡s results are ambiguous

because both positive and negative effects are attributed to firm size.
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can add the criticism that a singìe equation containing supply relat-
(R6D input, diversification) and demand related (tirm size) variables

improperly identified. Hence the resulting estimates are biased.

Vernon and Gusen (1974) specify a model that avoids the ambiguity as-

sociated with firm size as an explanatory variable. Furthermore, they

include a measure of market demand. For a sampìe of 50 ethicaì pharma-

ceutical firms, they hypothesize that new entity sales, Y, are a func-

tion of two independent activities. The first is the firms RED activity,

as measured by the number of new entities, CE. The R6D output is hypoth-

esized to be a function of RED inputs, firm diversification, and firm

size (as measured by firm sales of ethical drugs). The inclusion of

fírm size is to measure the effects of economies of scale. The second

activity, firm saìes per new entity, Y/CE, is assumed to be a function

of total promotional expenditures of the firm, the size of the therapeu-

tic market as measured by current saìes volume, and firm size. The size

of the market is hypothesized to capture the effects of user demand. The

inclusion of firm size is intended to measure the improved selling capa-

bi ì ¡ties hypothesized to accompany increasing firm size. Promotional ex-

penditures are dropped from the regression modeì because of a high cor-

relation coefficient with firm sales. The coefficients of firm size and

market size are found to be highly significant and to possess the hy-

pothesized sign.

lJe have already argued that differences in size are small for Canadi-

an pesticide firms. However, incìusion of a firm size variable in the

returns function aì lows us to test the hypothesis posed by Scherer.

Following the studies just reviewed, firm size wiìl be measured by a

proxy variabìe, ¡1, defined as totaÌ pesticide sales of firm i in year t.
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Scherer used functions containing I inear, quadratic, and cubic terms,

and found each to generaì ry be statistical ly significant. comanor em-

ployed a quadratic functional form, that is output as a function of

sales squared. vernon and Gusen use a log-log transformation.Our prima-

ry purpose in the inclusion of firm size in the returns function is

merely to include al I relevant variables, not to draw any conclusions

regarding the impacts of firm size on this industry. For simplicity, we

adopt the I i near funct i ona I form;

V = a l,l , ê > 0,
77

where 11= average pesticide sales of firm i projected over the planning

hor i zon.

To summar i ze,

pressed as

ct - d,^\,/= Z +þ/ /+

the discounted expected returns function may be ex-

p(of :+ la + a5 p(m) + %y * ,7t,

if j is intended as herbicide,

if j is intended as insecticide

J and the

where Z

l'/

= market size, aI > 0,

E real wage for farm ìabor,

E rea I wage of lPl'l scouts,

or fungicide, a, > 0,

P(o) - pr¡ce of the agricultural commodity for which registration

¡s attempted, 
"3t 0,

A'advertising expenditures by firn i on entity k, â4> O,

P(m) r cost per hectare of the pesticide possessing the largest

market share, âS > 0,

Y - the difference in yield savings between new use

cxisting market leader, a > 0,
6

I'l - f írm size, measured by pesticide sales of f irm i, 
"7 

, O,
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where Z, ll, P (o) , A, P (m) , and ll are averages of values projected

over the planning horizon.

3,5 SPEC I Fy I NG THE PLANN I NG HoR I ZoN

Profit maximizing firms are concerned with that period of tine for

which a given project yields positive net discounted returns. ln esti-

nat¡ng this horizon in year t, the firm has only past experience upon

which to extrapolate. Recall the definition of base year t-v, where v is

the average number of years required for development of alì uses intro-

duced by firm i in year t. Projects developed during v were done so on

the exPectation that the corresponding returns would accrue for years

beyond t. Therefore, we assume that the planning horizon is the average

market I ife of al I products belonging to a specified product grouping,

registered by i in year t-v. l/e assume four product groupings: broad-

leaf herbicides, grass herbicides, êñd crop-related insecticides and

fungicides. For exampìe, ¡f the average market t ife of fungicides intro-

duced prior to year t-v is seven years, the planning horizon for a po-

tential fungicide project in year t is assumed to be seven years.

As noted in section 3.3, in a world without regulat¡on, the period of

deveìopment ends with commercial introduction and hence is shorter than

the planning horizon. Furthernore, it seems plausible that the length of

this development period should not vary greatly over time, as the data

requirements to establish efficacy and safety.,to support advertising

claims should not vary greatly from one year to the next, ceterus pari-

bus. Changes in R6D productivity brought about by factors other than

regulation are assumed to affect pr imar i ly synthesis, and hence the pa-
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rent f irm. The variab'le measuring the number of candidate entities is

assumed to capture these changes (see Section 3.7).

However, in a world with regulation, hypotheses presented in Section

3.7 suggest that the ìength of the deveìopment period is strongly influ-

enced by the degree of regu I atory str ¡ ngency. The obj ect i ve of th i s

study is to develop a model to isolate the infìuence of reguìation, that

is, to be able to compare scenarios of rwithtandrbrithout' regulation.

Thus the length of the development period specified here must be inde-

pendent of the measure of reguìatory stringency. ln order to accompl ish

this objective, w€ define a development period corresponding to a world

wi thout regulation for use in the forecasting of the average values of

the exogenous variables as described in the previous two sections. ln

Section 3.7 we then introduce a unique exogenous variable to account for

the i nf ì uence of regu I at i on.

Some form of pest¡cide reguìation has been in force in Canada since

1927. However, ês a proxy for the R6D period in a world without pesti-

cide regulation, wê assume this per iod to cqual the average development

period for products registered during the 1960-1168 period. This period

is chosen because it is prior to the significant rcgulatory changes in-

troduced in ì968, but after the infancy of synthetic pesticide deveìop-

ment i n the I ate l9i+0s and ear I y ì 950s .
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3.6 THT II'IPACTS OF REGULAT ION

I Review of Previous Research

Previous studies have focussed on the impacts of regulation on the

supply of and demand for new chemical ent¡t¡es. A rcview of these stud-

ies is presented. Foì lowing this review, hypothesizcd impacts of regula-

t¡on on the expected costs and returns of a representative project are

Presented.

3.6.ì..l Suppìy I'lodels

Ba i I y (l 972) hypothes i zed that i ncreased data requ i rements for regu-

latory approval shifted the suppìy curve of new drugs by increasing the

R6D costs per new enti ty. He empìoys a production function relationship

to estimate the impacts of the l!62 amendments to the u.S. Food, Drug,

and Cosmetics Act on pharmaceutical RSD. His model emphasizes the supply

factors affecting RED by postulating new chemical entities, N, to be'a

function of (ì) the average of R6D expenditures for the fourth, fifth,

and sixth years previous to marketing, E, (2) the depletion of the stock

of avai ìable research opportunities, P, and (3) the stringency of drug

regulations, D. The depletion variable is hypothesized to be neg.atively

related to the level of NCErs. Bai ìy represents this variabìe by a

Proxy' the value of which is determined by a seven ycar moving average

of past NCE¡s introduced. The increased reguìatory requircments of 1962

are hypothesized to decrease the level of annual NCE introductions rela-

tive to the pre-1162 regulatory regime. Bai ly employs a dummy variable

to measure this cffecti the dummy taking on a value of zero prior to

1962, and a value of one thereafter. The functionaì form empìoyed is:
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that is, industry research productivity is a function of depìetion and

of reguìatory stringency. A time series regression of the log-l inear

form of this function is conducted for the period 195\-1969. The re-

gressors urere found to be stat¡sticaìly significant and to have the pos-

tulated effects.

Grabowski (.l976) and Grabowski et. al. (lgZA) raise several criti-
cisms of Baily's model. Their comments focus on the specification of the

model and on the use of the proxy values to measure the effects of the

independent variables. These researchers note that Bai ly's specifica-

tion impì ies a fixed lag between research expenditure and research out-

put. Furthermore, Hatch (.l982) argues that the specification is infìex-

ible in that RED conducted in the three years preceding registration are

assumed to have no effect on research output. Grabowski et. al. also

observe that the formulation of the depìetion variable is arbitrary, and

does not expl icitly aì low for additions to the stock of knowledge. The

dummy character of the regulatory variable does not allow for a differ-
ential response over time. Finaìly, Grabowski argues that the effects of

reguìation and research depletion may be difficult to separate when

measured by aggregate Proxy variabìes. To make the above arguments more

explicit' one need onìy consider that both depletion and increased regu-

I atory str i ngency shou I d i ncrease the I ag between research i nput and

output.

Grabowski et. al. reestimate Bai ly's model with data covering the

period 195q-D7\. The explanatory power of the model decl ines and the

depìetìon variabìe is no longer significant. They offer their own mod-

ê.l, again based on suppìy factors. The model formulation is again con-
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a production function. The dependent variable, and the

dummy variable designed to capture the effects of regulation are defined

identical ly to the corresponding variables in Bai ìy's model. Further-

oorêr the same lag structure between RED input and output is used. How-

êvêF, a comparative analysis of the regulatory regimes of the Un¡ted

States and the United Kingdom is employed to separate the effects of

regulation and depletion. Grabowski et. al. assume that depìetion

equally affects the productivity of R6D in both countries but that the

more stringent regulation of the United States wouìd be observed only in

the U.S.

ln order to capture this effect, U.K. drug research productivity is

regressed on a time trend variable. The estimate is defined to be the

effect of depìetion on research productivi ty over time. To achieve the

identical effect on U.S. productivity, a dummy variabìe for time is in-

troduced into the production function modeì, with the coefficient re-

stricted to the U.K. estimate. Two problems arise with this comparative

approach. First, the regulatory cl imate of the United Kingdom has not

remained constant. Secondly, the U.S. reguìatory requirements might af-

fect the number of new drug entities introduced into the U.K., and hence

the productivi ty measure of the U.K. industry. To correct for these

problems Grabowski et. al. make two adjustments. The period of time

chosen for comparison, 1960-1970, had only minor changes in U.K. regis-

trat i on requ i rements. Next, the number of new ent i ty i ntroduct i ons for

each country is defined to be those originating from research effort by

domestic firms.
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initial specification of the model is the log-l inear form, fol-

the work of Bai ly. The estimated coefficients for this model

the hypothesized signs and are statistical ìy significant. Sub-

model specifications relax the assumptions of:

constant returns to scaìe. This assumption ¡s tested by including

the ì og of RêD expend i tures as an i ndependent var i ab I e.

the constant rate of productivi ty decì i ne impl ied by the I i near

reìationship between the dependent variable and the time trend.

The adjusted specification is a ìog-log form.

the single increase in regulatory stringency impl ied by the 0-l

specification of the dummy variable. lnstead, the reguìatory

variable is measured by the mean annual approval time (tf¡at is,

the time elapsed between submission and approvaì) for a represen-

tative new entity. This definition allows recognition of an eas-

ing in regulatory requirements through a decrease in the time re-

quired for approval. The estimated coefficient for this variable

is significant and carries the expected negative sign.

the fixed lag structure between RSD input and output. Grabowski

et. al. hypothesize t¡rat regulation has an indi rect negative ef-

fect on RED output through an increasing time lag between RED in-

put and output. That is, increasing the lag reduces R6D output

for any given year. The length of the lag between RED expendi-

ture and introduction is assumed to increase from 2.5 to 8 years

over the study period, based on interpolations of empirical data.

R6D expenditures in any given year are assumed to become effec-

tive over a three-year period centered around this development

2.

3.

4.
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period. Support for their hypothesis is found in that the esti-

mated impact attributable to the regulatory variable is less for

the new specification.

', The study by Grabowski et. al. makes several important contributions

in that (l) international RED relationships are recognized, (2) regula-

.tory stringency may change with time, (3) the indirect effect of regula-

tion on supply of RED is recognized, and (4) the variable lag structure

is adopted. The use of the tìme lag of submission to reguìatory approv-

'al to measure the impact of regulatory stringency will be adopted for

use in the model developed here. However, the specification of thîs

variable used by Grabowski et. al. is intended to measure the impacts

of regulation at the índustry level, and at the time registration is
granted. The specification adopted in Section 3.J.ì measures ¡mpacts at

the firm level, at the tíme the deveìopment decision is made.

The basic model developed by Grabowski et. aì. can be criticized on

severaì grounds. By restricting the coefficient of the depletion vari-
able to a negative value, the modeì is not abìe to capture the effects

of increasing scientific knowìedge on RED output. This is a direct con-

sequence of usìng the time trend to act as a proxy. Secondly, the use

of a time trend to capture non-regulatory effects will be highly corre-

lated with thei r continuous measure of reguìatory effects if such ef-
fects are in one direction over the study period. This correlation may

bias the estimate of the effect of the depletion variable. F¡nally, êl-
though the lag structure is altered, the restrictive assumption that ef-

fective RED is I imited to three years is retained. A more flexible
structure is desirable.
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the effects of U.S. regulation may

íf entities introduced in Britain

the U.S. market. l,lhile evidence is

presented that U.K. firms I icense U.S. firms to provide development for

the U.S. market, we have seen that the analagous condition does not hold

for the Canadian pesticide market. This observat¡on, coupìed with the

above criticism regarding the depìetion variable, suggest that the spec-

ifícation of Grabowski et. al. is unsuitable for the focus of this

study. The adopt i on of the var i ab I e measur i ng the number of cand i date

compounds avai lable to each Canadian firm, as discussed previouslyr pro-

vides a clear separation of the effects of Canadian regulation from sup-

pì y factors affect i ng the parent f i rms.

Hatch (.l982) provides a flexible construction of the lag between RED

input and output. He appl ies a supply side model to the Uni ted States

pesticide industry for the 1967-.l981 period. Fcl lowing Grabowski et.

al. Hatch assumes the productivity of RED to be a function of depletion,

as measured by a time trend, and of regulatory factors. He uses severaì

alternative specifications of reguìatory stringency, including 0-ì dummy

variabìes corresponding to the .introduction of significant ìegislation,

and a continuous variabìe measured by the months of delay time from dis-

covery to reg i strat i on.

Hatch's primary contribution is his recognition that RED expenditures

of any year t must be aìlocated among all projects under development in

that year. Because Hatch is working with aggregate data, he constructs a

lag structure by which to aìlocate the R6D expenditure of year t among

the ent ¡ t i es i ntroduced over severa I subsequent years .
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However, the key assumption of Hatchrs lag structure is that the ex-

penditure per project is equal within a given year. This is a restric-

tive assumption, âS the description of the pesticide RED process indi-

cated that activities change throughout the deveìopment period.

3,6 . | .2 Demand l'lode ì s

Regulation has also been hypothesized to affect the demand for R6D

output. The effects of the l!62 amendments on the output of pharmaceu-

ticaì RED are also examined by Peltzman (ì974).. Fol lowing Schmookìer,

Peltzman empìoys a rdemand pul l' modeì of research output. The output of

NCE's respond with a lag to shifts in exogenous demand factors. ln par-

ticular, Peltzman specifies the level of annual NCE's as a function of

(l) a three year moving average of totaì sales of out-of-hospital pre-

scr i pt i ons and (2) a three year mov i ng average of persona I consumpt i on

expend i tures on phys i c i ans' serv i ces. These movi ng averages are centered

on a lag of two years to reflect the mean development period observed

for a pre-.l962 NCE. Peltzman also hypothesizes that the actual number of

NCE's introduced wi ì I be less than the number developed because of in-

creasing marginal development costs. This variabìe is represented by a

proxy defined as the cumuìative total of past NCE's introduced, ìagged

one year. Pel tzman hypothesizes that regulation affects RED output by

reducing the aggregate demand for drugs. ln particular, he argues that

prior to enactment of the proof of efficacy requirements of the 1962

amendments, aggregate demand included the demand for ineffective drugs

as weì ì as effective drugs. The demand for ineffective drugs results

from lack of information and represents a waste of resources. The ag-
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gregate demand for ineffective drugs is reduced through learning from

experience. The imposition of the regulatory requirement is socialìy

beneficial to the extent that ¡ t el iminates ineffective drugs and the

corresponding resource waste. However, the proof of efficacy require-

ments may also reduce the demand for effective drugs by discouraging

ful ì information disclosure by the developer. Peltzman hypothesizes that

such disincent¡ves take the form of costly test requirements.

The model is first estimated for the pre-amendment period ì9À8-1962.

The estimated effects of the variables are as hypothesized, although the

variable representing the influence of personal consumption expenditures

is significant onìy at the 30 å ìeveì. The entire model is however sig-

nificant at a level of ìess than one percent Pe I tzman then pred i cts

the number of annual NCE introductions in the absence of the l!62 amend-

ments by using these estimated coefficients. Peltzman calcuìates the

effects of the amendments as the residual difference between the actual

and predicted numbers of annual NCE introductions in the post-l!62 peri-

od. 0n the basis of this analysis, Peìtzman concludes that the amend-

ments significantly reduced the flow of NCE's.

Grabowski (ì976) offers several criticisms of peltzman's modeì speci-

fication. He first argues that the model does not incìude variables to

measure the supply factors hypothesized to affect R6D output. Grabowski

acknowìedges that the lagged cumulative NCE introductions may impl icitly
capture some of the effects of depl et i on i n research opportun i t i es.

Such a conclusion is consistent with Bai lyrs formulation of a depletion

variable. Grabowski also observes that the residual couìd reflect the

i nf I uences of non-reguì atory factors. Hence, Grabowsk i conc I udes that
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of the increase in reguìa-

Several criticisms may be directed at Peìtzman's model and at Grabow-

skirs comments. The most significant of these is that a singìe equation

cannot provide unbiased estimates of both supply and demand factors.

This property relates to the identification of an equation (Koutsoyian-

n¡s, 1977, Ch..l4,15) . The essence of this concept is that an equation

will be neither a supply nor a demand function unless it contains expìa-

natory variables unique to the appropriate economic phenonienon. When

variables are not unique, such as price and quantity, additional equa-

tions need to be specified and the set of equations estimated simultane-

ously. A single equation containing variables related to both supply and

demand is meaningìess and the resulting estimates measure a mixture of

the truìy índependent factors. Peltzman is gui lty of this error, as his

single equation modeì contains both factors of demand (market size) and

supply (marginaì development cost). ln view of this observation, Grabow-

skirs comments are irrelevant.

The second major criticism of Peltzmanrs model is that he appears to

misinterpret the behavioral sequence postulated by Schmookler. Peltz-

manrs argument for the reduction in aggregate demand caused by regula-

tion is based on the premise that the developing firms consider the

costs of supplying the relevant efficacy data too high. This behavioraì

response is impossible to distinguish from the supply-related impact of

regulation of increasing R6D input per unit output through increased

data requìrements. An aìternative interpretation of Schmooklerrs hy-

pothesis appl ied to regulation would be that the regulat¡on somehow im-
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Pacts on the expected size of the market, leading to a reduced demand

for new entities serving that market.

The primary cgntributions of the studies reviewed in this section

are:

l. regulation can affect both the supply and demand for R6D output.

2, the supply impact of regulation is composed of direct and indi-

rect effects. The direct effect is the increase of R6D input per

unit output necessary to obtain registration. The indirect effect

manifests itself as an increase in the lag between discovery and

registration.

internationaì impacts may affect domestic R6D.

the measurement of regu ì atory str i ngency as a cont i nuous var i ab I e

allows for recognition of changes in stringency over time.

3.1 THE II'IPACTS OF REGULATION ON EXPECTED COSTS AND EXPECTED RETURNS

The approach foì ìowed in the studies just reviewed differs from that

adopted by this study. Prerrious studies adopted either a supply or de-

mand framework, and empìoyed ex post anaìysis at the industry level.

That is, these studies used empiricaì observations of past behavior to

test various hypotheses concerning the impacts of reguìation, âs it af-

fects the entire industry.

ln this study, the conceptuaì framework models the determinants of

the R6D deveìopment decision for a representative f i rm. These determ i -

and expected returns.

3.

À.

nants are hypothesized to affect expected costs

0n the basis of this framework, values for the

assumed. Subsequent testing of the modeì by these

whether the assumptíons are consistent.

exogenous var i ab I es are

values therefore tests
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Al though the approaches d i ffer, the impacts of reguì at i on

hypothesized by previous research may also be conceived in the expected

costs and returns framework.

3,7.1 lmpacts of Requlation on ExÞected R6D Costs

Previous research suggests that the imposition of regulation resuìts

in an increase of RED input per unit of RED output. This impact may be

visual ized as an upward shïft in the production function, depicted as

the shift from A to A' in Figure J.l. Assuming al I other factors con-

stant, the direct effect of reguìation is to increase the expected cost

of REO per project.

The indirect effect of reguìation on the supply of R6D output is to

increase the ìag between discovery and registratìon. As the lag increas-

€S, the discounted vaìue of R6D costs incurred in the later years de-

creases. However, the reìevant comparison is to the situation in which

there is no reguìation. I,ie assume that the imposition of reguìation aì-

ways adds costs to the R6.D expenditure in the case of no regulation.

That is, the overall impact of regulation on the expected cost of R6D is

positive, as regulation increases, the expected costs increase. However,

the increase is at a decreasing rate to account for the lower discounted

values impl ied by the increased length of the lag. A functional form

consi stent wi th these hypothes i zed impacts i s

c(R6D) - Pu, b6t o.

where T= the average est¡mated number of months from appì ication to

where the est ¡mat i ng process i s descr i bedreguì atory approva I

be I ow.
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For an individual firm the impact of regulation should be felt

throughout the áeve I opment per i od, commenc i ng i n year t. The assumpt ¡ on

here i sis that the firm fe firm forms an expectation of the impact of reguìation

and adjusts its deveìopment decision accordingìy. tle also assume that

this exPectation is in turn based on the experience of the several most

recent registrations received. The information received from each expe-

rience is the months elapsed from submission to approvaì.

Adopting a similar forecasting procedure to that described earìier,

vJe assume the f i rm cal cuì ates the average expected str i ngency i n each

year fol lowing t by extrapoìating the vaìue of the regulatory stringency

var iable i n the current year by the average percentage change ì n the

value over the v year period, where v is the average number of years re-

quired for development of aì I uses registered by firm i in year t.

}le assume that reguìation has no impact on the potential for RED cost

savings accruing from development of additional uses of the same entity.

As a profit maximizer, the firm wiìì reuse as much data as possible,

even i n the absence of regu ì at i on.

The impacts of the increasing stringency of U.S. regu'ìation are cap-

tured by changes in the value of the variabìe measuring the cost of the

cand i date ent ¡ ty k. As regul atory str i ngency i ncreases i n the Un i ted

States, the cost per candidate entity available to the Canadian subsidi-

ary shouìd increase, ceterus par ibus. Suppose that for a given enti ty,

U.S. registration is refused. Should the Canadian firm wish to proceed

with deveìopment of this compound, the cost of constructing the manufac-

turing plant now becomes relevant to the decisionmaking of the Canadian

firm. That is, the cost of the candidate k increases by the capital cost
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ofthepìant.Aproxyvaìueforthecapìtaìcostofthemanufacturing

pìantforanygivenprojectistheaveragecostofpesticidemanufactur-

ingp]antsbuiìtintheU.S.duringthevyearperiodpriortoyeart.

Furthermore, certai n toxi cology data that wouìd have been shared between

the parent and subsidiary firm now become the soìe burden of the canadi-

an subsidìary. These costs would also have to be added to the value of

the variable G.

3,7.2 lmpacts of Reoulation on Expected Returns

The expected returns from a representative project are hypothes i zed

to be ìower in the presence of reguìation. lle assume that, in the ab-

sence of reguìation, sufficient R6D effort Could be expended by firm i

to achieve commerciaì acceptabi ì ity. ln the case of regulation, however'

registrationmightberefusedregardìessoftheleve]ofR6Deffort.

Thus, the probabilìty of successfuì registration (and hence compìetion)

oftheprojectdecreaseSinthepresenceofreguìation.Therefore'ex.

pected returns a ì so decrease '

Secondìy,regulationincreasesthetimeelapsedbetweendìscoveryand

commercial introduction. After discountìng, the expected returns are

smaììerthanwouìdbethecaseunderthenoregulationscenario.

TheseargumentsdonotsUggestwhetherexPectedreturnsdecreaseat

an increasing or decreasing rate with increasingly stringent regulation'

Forsimpìicity,weassumeaìinearrelationship'thatis'

V - a T, ê < 0,
88

where the variable T is defined as in Section 3'i'l'
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3.8 TNTTRPRETAT I 0N 0F THE tloDE L

The inclusion of the reguìatory stringency variable in each of the

functions completes the specification of the model. That is, for a rep-

resentative development project j of a representative firm i, at period

t, the discounted expected R6D cost and discounted expected return func-

tion are specified as fol ìows:

C(R8D) = b}P(t-) * bZ G + e

V = Zâr* l.lâ¡+ p(o)a¡+ Aa++

bnìn N + b5 E +

P(m) + aa Y + a,

rbo

l'1 +

bFt+

é-
5

P(E

,z

"B 
T

where P(L) = the average forecasted wage paid to R6D labor over the

development period, bft 0,

= the average forecasted cost of entity k,

when j is the first. use of k deveìoped,

),
k
0,

ì
¡
Ë

0, otherw i se ,

the degree of technical difficulty inherent in developing

use. j, b^ ) 0,
J

the expected number of uses of entity k deveìoped,

including use j, b < 0,
4

= the number of candidate entities availabìe for deveìopment

in year t, O5 . O,

Z = market size, a I> 0,

l,,l = real wage for farm labor, ¡f j is intended as herbicide,

B real wage of lPl,l scouts, ¡f j is intended as insecticide

or fungicide, .r, O,

P(o) r price of the agricultural commodity for which registration

isattempted,l¡0,

A = advertising expenditures by firm i on entity k, an ¡ O,

P(m) E. cost per hectare of the pesticide possessing the largest



market share, u5 r O,

Y = the difference in yield savìngs between new use j and the

existing market ìeader, a ¡ O,
6

l'1 = f irm size, measured by pesticide

where Z, I'J, P(o), A, p(m), and l,i are

over the planning horizon.

I ì5

sales of firm i, 
" ,, 

O,

averages of values projected

Both the d i scounted expected cost and d i scounted expected return

functions are marginaì relations, as the decision to commence or contin_

ue development occurs at the margin. That is, the firm cannot decide to

have a fractionaì amount of development of j.

l{e assume that in period t, firm i forecasts values of the exogenous

variables for each project j. These forecasting procedures,3ñd the rel-
evant periods over which they are forecast, were described earl ier in

this chapter. The functional forms specify the weighting scheme the firm
uses in determining the expected RED costs and the expected returns for

each project j. Deveìopment ceases for that project j where the dis-
counted expected cos ts of R6D exceed the d i scounted expected returns

from deveìopnent.

Given this conception of these _functions, the interpretation of the

parameter estimates may proceed. ln particularr âssuming al ì other

variabìes heìd constant, a one unit increase in the RED wage variable

P(L) ' resuìts in a b unit increase in the discounted expected cost ofI
RED. A simi lar interpretation hoìds for the variable, G, representing

the price of entity k. For all variables, wê invoke the assumption of

ceterus paribus in the fol lowing discussion.
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A one unit increase in the degree of technicaì difficulty, F, results

in discounted expected R6D costs increasing by sb3units. A one unit in-

crease in the number of uses j of entity k results in a b ìn (N+t¡7¡
4

unit decrease in the discounted expected cost of R6D. Finall

increase in the number of candidate entities available for

decreases the discounted expected cost of RSD by b units.
5

without regulation, the firm proceeds with this exercise

y a one unit

deve ì opment

ln a worìd

to arr i ve at

the discounted expected cost of R6D for project j.

A simi lar exercise is conducted to determine the expected returns to

development of j. A one unit increase in the market size variabìe, Z,

results in a (Z+l)41- Z 
at 

increase in the discounted expected return.

Similar interpretations apply to the real wage, bJ, commodity price,

P(o), and advertising expenditure, A, variabìes. A one unit increase in

the reìative price variable , P(m), resuìts in an a unit increase in
5

discounted expected returns. Similarìy, discounted expected returns in-

crease a,units for every unit increase in yield savings, Y. Proceeding
b

with this exercise, firm i derives the discounted expected returns for

development of project j. Development does not commence for that project

j for which the discounted expected costs of R6D exceed the discounted

expected return.

This process is repeated each period t.

ables are re-forecast in year t+1, and new

R6D costs and returns are ca I cu I ated.

Values of the exogenous vari-

values of discounted expected

For each uncompleted project

started in t, the planning horizon and the development period are re-

duced by one year. For potentiaì projects, the length of the planning

horizon must be estimated. Thus, the entire portfol io of R6D projects

may change each period t
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l'ie now introduce regulation. We have hypothesized that regulation

i ncreases the d i scounted expected cost of R6D, and decreases the d i s-

counted expected return for each project j. ln particular, a one unit
increase in reguìatory stringency, T, reduces the discounted expected

returns a units and increases discounted expected costs (r+tÞ6- rbo
units. The criteria for the continued development of the marginaì pro-

ject j remains unchanged, that is, discounted expected returns nust ex-

ceed discounted expected costs of R6D. Therefore, we can expect that the

Portfol io in a reguìated world wi I ì contain fewer profitabìe projects

than in the unregulated case. Furthermore, within this portfoì io, the

order of deveìopment has been assumed to be dictated by the magnitude of

the discounted expected profits for each project. As regulation changes

these magnitudes, the order of deveìopment may also differ from the no

regu I at i on scenar i o.

By confronting this model with data for pesticides that gained or at-

temPted to gain registration in Canada, estimates for the parameters may

be obtained. These estimates wil l provide poìicy-makers an indication of

the impact of an increase in regulatory deìay on the discounted expected

R6D costs and discounted expected returns to a representative project j.

The data used in the estimation procedure may also be used to provide a

frequency distribution of the discounted expected profits for a repre-

sentative project in a worìd br¡thout pest¡cide regulation (see Figure

3.6) . A simi lar frequency distribution may be depicted including the

influence of regulation. The two distributions may be compared to give

an indication of how many registrations are not pursued and the foregone

expected profit because of increases in regulatory stringency.
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F i rm prof i ts are a measure of producer surpìus. Thus losses i n ex-

pected profit arising from the regulatory conditions provides an indica-

tion of the ìosses in producer surplus. This information is a necessary

input into a broader framework that would measure changes in social wel-

fare resuìting from changes in pesticide regulat¡on.

Specification of the model at the leveì of disaggregation chosen al-

lows for tests of var ious hypotheses underìying the model. For exampìe,

the hypothesis that the industry may be conceived as a col lection of

representat i ve f i rms may be tested by group i ng the datE by separate

firms, estimating the parameters, and testing for significant differenc-

es. Estimation of the parameters from observations grouped by separate

years provides a means to test the impì icit hyPothesis that the struc-

ture of the weighting scheme remains constant over time. Finalìy, data

may be grouped according to pesticide type - herbicides, fungicides, and

i nsect i c i des. The parameters ag and bU may be est imated and tested for

significant differences. The presence of such differences would indicate

that the incidence of reguìation is not uniformly feìt across pesticide

tyPe s .



Chapter I V

THE QUALITY OF DATA AS IT AFFECTS I,IODEL II'IPLET.IENTATION

The previous chapter deveìoped a theoretical framework in order to

test certain hypotheses concerning the effects of regulation on the Can-

adian pesticide industry. Such an empirical test is not performed in

this study, primariìy because of problems in the quality of empiricaì

data. Econometric probìems associated with empirical testing are not

discussed, as these problems become reìevant only after data is obtained

for test i ng.

For each variable defined in chapter 3, we first assume that data

held by individuaì pesticide firms' is ful ly accessible to the research-

er. Even with the avai ìabi I ity of this data, problems remain in using

it in the framework. Next, we assume that data heìd by firms is not

availabìe. Secondary sources are examined for their availability and

accuracy.

¡i. I GENERAL

Data from

agenc i es when

reì evant to

c0¡1t1E NTS

individual firms appears to be avai labìe to government

conditions of confidentiality are met. For exampìe, data

th i s study was obta i ned by the Department of I ndustry,

Trade, and Commerce for its ì182 study of the Canadian pesticide indus-

try. This data included saìes, costs of production, profits, and sala-

ries. That study, however, toook a neutral stance tovJards the issue of

- t20 -
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pesticide regulation. Data from firms might not be as forthcoming for a

study specificalìy designed to test whether such regulations hinder pes-

ticide development

Even with ful I cooperation, not al I firm data would be avaí ìable.

Should firm i exit, observations for that firm are likely to be lost.

ln practice, the sampìe of observations may be I imited to firms active

at the time the estimation is performed. Fortunately, the data summa-

rized in Tables 2.J and 2.8 indicate that the majority of pesticide

firms known to conduct RêD continue to operate in Canada through subsid-

iaries. Therefore, we would expect the estimated impacts to be repre-

sentative of the industry.

The estimation procedure assumes that individual projects under de-

velopment by the various firms can be identified. The firms themselves

possess the most accurate data in this regard. However, there are a num-

ber of secondary sources which could be used for verification. Qbvious-

1y, the fi les of the Department of Agricuìture wi I I contain those pro-

jects for which registrations were appl ied for. Not aì I projects may

have proceeded to the point where appl ications for registration were

f i I ed. However ' annua ì research reports compi I ed by the Expert Comm i ttee

on l'Jeeds (gCW) and the Expert Committee on Pesticide Use in Canada

(ECPUA) provide the results of efficacy testing performed by Canadian

industry, university, and government scientists. These reports, compi led

annual ly from 1968 to the present, aìso provide a means to infer the

year in which testing began.
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T+.2 THE DEPENDENT VAR IABLES

Unfortunately, there is no other source than the pesticide firm it-

self for the expected returns to development of a particular registra-

tion. Using some measure of actual sales or profits would impìy that

firms have perfect foresight - a direct contradiction to the short run,

imperfect information assumptions of the modeì.

Obviously' the firms have an incentive to overestimate the value of

the expected returns in order to overstate the estimated impact of regu-

lation. However, the model deveìoped here assumes firms revise their

forecasts as they accumulate experience with the reguìatory process. An

indication of del iberate inflation of the expected returns would there-

fore be a persistent upward bias in the estimated returns, compared to

the actual returns, for consecutiveìy completed projects. Even with the

cooperation of firms, obtaÎning accurate values for actual returns may

prove diff¡cult.

Firm suppìied data reported in the .l982 lndustry Trade and Commerce

study is calcuìated on the basis of the firms' total pesticide activi-
t ies. lf , as þle have assumed, the pest ic ide reg istrat ion dec i s ion pro-

cess is based on a profitabi ì ity criterion, then firms presumabìy caìcu-

late returns for each registration in order to evaìuate their

investments. l.Je have a lready d iscussed the poss ib i I i ty that such data

would not be forthcoming under a government sponsored study. Returns

could be estimated for each registration if the firm suppì ied data was

avai lable onìy on a product basis. However, these estimates would be

subject to considerabìe error.
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Recommendations by provincial departments of agriculture inform pro-

ducers which pests the product may be used for. lleed, insect, and fungus

Pest surveys conducted by Agriculture Canada estimate acreages infested,

as well as Pest densities. A comparison of regional sales of the product

with regional pest densities wouìd provide an indication of sales by

registration. We have argued in the previous chapter that the costs of

production' distribution, and promotion remain constant per unit of for-
mulated product. Therefore, þre could al locate these costs by the same

proportions as apply to saìes by registration. For each registration,

annual costs are subtracted from annual revenues to determine annuaì re-

turns.

This estimation procedure is crude and the resulting estimates sub-

j ect to cons i derab I e er ror . F i rst, farmers may purchase products for

pests other than those recommended. For exampl e, tr i f t ura I i n was pur-

chased f or use on oi lseed crops long bef ore Agr icuìture Canada l.Jeed Sur-

veys suggested that foxta i I was a ser ious weed problem. However, wi ld

oats were recognized as such a problem at that point in time. Triflura-
I in is registered to controì foxtai I but not wi ld oats, implying that

purchases were for controì of wi ìd oats.

Secondly, farmersr perceptions of weed problems may differ from that

suggested by a pest population survey. Thus, the actuaì controì response

may differ markedly from that recommended by government scientists.

The Pest Controì Products Act dictates that firms must maintain re-

cords of saìes, and that these records must be relinquished to the gov-

ernment on demand. However, should this approach be used to obtain sales

data, it may result in firms withholding other data. The preceding dis-
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cuss¡on outl i ned a means to crudely estimate returns given that f i rms

suppl ied data concerning both expected returns and saìes by product. As

we have aìready noted, there is no other source for data concerning ex-

pected returns. Therefore, should the firms choose not to cooPerate in

supplying this data, the task of providing accurate estimates becomes

virtuaì ìY imPossible.

The individuaì firms would also be the primary source of accurate in-

formation pertaining to the expected costs of registration. There would

be an incentive on the firms'part to understate these expected costs in

order to overstate the impact of regulation. However, the corresPondence

between actuaì and expected costs should be very close because of the

experience gained by the firm in attempting U.S. registrat¡on' Agricul-

ture Canada scientists should be able to estimate the costs of each of

the tests required for the registration process. These estimates wouìd

serve to eìther verify the firm suppl ied data' or to substitute for it'

The discount rate to be used in calculating the discounted values for

expected costs and returns was defined in Chapter 3 to be derived from

the prime lending rate. This information is publ icly avai lable.

4. 3 THE I NDEPENDENT VAR I ABLES

q.3. I The RsD Cost Function

A) RED WAgC

Statistics concerning salaries paid to RED personnel do not appear to

be collected in Canada. The most accurate source of data would be the

firms themselves. lf pesticide firms expìicitty use R6D wages as a deci-

sion variabìe, these records would exist. Qtherwise, such data may be
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inaccurate if R6D personneì are aìso empìoyed in non-R6D activities.

This problem is more likely to have occurred during the period when the

particuìar firm was first establ ishing its Canadian RED capabi I ity.

We have argued in Chapter 2 that Canadian pesticide firms' RêD activ-

ities are focussed primariìy in the areas of efficacy and environmental

impact. Aìternative employment for scientists trained in these areas

wouìd appear to be wi th government agencies and universi ties. Salary

data obtained from these sources would act as a check on firm supptied

data.

b) The Cost of the Candidate Entity

This variable represents the average vaìue of the projected fixed costs

associated with obtaining the candidate entity for Canadian deveìopment.

The magnitude of these transfer payments might vary widely among firms

and among projects. Furthermore, it would be extremely difficult to

verify data provided by private firms. Aìternativeìy, one could

attempt to deveìop data independent from that provided by firms. The

fixed costs associated with Canadian development are related to those

costs incurred in obtaining data that is common to both U.S. and

Canadian registration requirements. Therefore, one could hypothesize

that these fixed costs are proportional to the expected costs of

U.S. development. The U.S. National

Agricuìturaì Chemical Association (NACA), annual ly publ ishes estimates

of R6D costs expended per new entity. These estimates are calculated

from survey responses provided by member firms. Th¡s data, avai lable

since 1967, is however not disaggregated by pesticide type. Should this

data be used for ìack of a better source, the researcher would then be

forced to make an assumption about what proportion of the total costs
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would be charged to the Canadian firm.

c) Technical D¡ff iculty

Earlier in this chapter, we defined a proxy variable to represent the

degree of technical difficulty. Data for this proxy may be obtained from

many sources. Agriculture Canada registration submissions would include

efficacy data. The annuaì Research Reports publ ished by the Expert Com-

mittee on I'leeds and the Expert Committee on Pesticide Use in Agricuìture

provide comprehensive efficacy data. The data from these reports repre-

sent many tests conducted by different researchers under differing cl i-

matic and agronomic conditions. Therefore, averaging of the percentage

yield differences would be one means to arrive at a single value for

this variable.

d) Number of Uses and Cand i date Ent i t i es

The firms themseìves hold the most accurate data for identifying al ì

R6D projects, including those projects that never attempt registration.

For projects that do, registration records held by Agriculture Canada

provide the most accurate and accessible data. Finaì ly, the annual re-

ports compi led by the Expert Comrni ttees provide data on al ì projects

which underwent efficacy testing in Canada. G¡ven that efficacy acts as

a primary decision variable in the development process, ¡t is highly

likeìy that alì projects have undergone efficacy testing.

e) Regul atory Str i ngency

This variabìe is to be derived from the number of months elapsed from

appl ication to regulatory approvaì. Agriculture Canada records are I ike-

ìy the most accurate and accessible source of data. Records held by
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firms should be examined for their correspondence with the Agriculture

Canada data.

4.3.2 The Returns Function

a) tlarket S ize

This variable requires data indicating the number of acres of each

crop treated for each pest, by each pesticide product. Private firms may

have estimates of these acreages through surveys of growers. 0therwise,

data of this deta¡ ì does not currently exist. Acreages treated by each

product have been est imated annua I ì y f or l.lestern Canada by the llan i toba

Department of Agr i cul turJ. S imi I ar data ex i sts for Ontar i o crops for

1973 and 1978. 0ntario data for other years and for the rest of Eastern

Canada does not apPear to exist. Furthermore, estimates of acreages

treated for specific pests have not been derived. Discussion in Sectìon

4. I suggested a means of estimating these acreages, but concìuded that

such estimates wouìd be subject to a great degree of uncertainty.

b) Rea I l.lage

Chapter 3 defined this variable to be derived from farm labor wages

if the pesticide under consideration is a herbicide. Such data is readi-

ìy avai lable from Statistics Canada. For insecticides and fungicides,

this variable is to be derived from the wages paid to lntegrated pest

Èlanagement (lP¡'1) scouts. This type of information may be provided from

several sources. Statistics of custom rates col lected by provincial de-

partments of agriculture in regions where lPl'l is prevalent may incìude

the rates for scouts. Furthermore, many lpll scouts may be employed by



either provincial departments of agriculture or

salary data may be avai lable from these sources.
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universities. Hence,

c) Commod i ty Pr i ce

Average annual prices received by farmers for agricultural commodi-

ties are colìected by the Canadian Grain Commìssion, Statistics Canada,

and provincial departments of agriculture. Hence, suitable data is

available for this variabìe.

d) Advertis¡ng Expenditures

Advertising expenditure data does not appear to be publ icly avai lable

in Canada. Should pesticide firm supplied data be unavailable, crude es-

timates couìd be derived from secondary sources. Unti I the last several

years, the majority of pesticide advertising has been conducted through

print media. Furthermore, the number of publ ications containing farm in-

put advertising is fairìy I imited. The annuaì prices of advertísing in

these pubì ications could be estimated by surveying the pubì ishers. Back

issues of these journaìs could be examined for the number of advertise-

ments for each product, and the annuaì cost estimated. A simi lar proce-

dure for estimating teìevision advertising expend.itures is infeasible if
these films have been destroyed or if the researcher is denied access to

them.

e) Cost per Hectare of flarket Leader

Yearly changes in the cost per hectare will arise primariìy through

changes in the product price, âS the dosage remains fixed by the regis-

tration. Thus, the market leader and its price need to be identified.

Such information couìd be easi ly inferred from firm-suppl ied data.



Should data from firms be unavai labìe, the sales

l'lanitoba Department of Agriculture couìd suppìy pr

Canada. Surveys of dealers and distr ibutors could

was the market leader in each year, and its price.

f) Yieìd Advantage
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data coì lected by the

ice data f or þJes',ern

suggest which product

The results of efficacy testing compiled in the annuaì reports of the

Expert Committees referred to earl ier provide this data. These efficacy

tests are generaì ly conducted using several competing products, includ-

ing the current market leader. Again, averagîng of the many test results

would provide a single value for this variable.

s) ltrm 5¡2e

The most accurate source of firm sales data is of course the firms

themseìves. The recent study conducted by the Oepartment of lndustry

Trade and Commerce suggests that such data is available to a government

ageny under conditions of confidentiaì ity. Statistics Canada coì ìected

sales data prior to 1978 and such data could be used to verify the fig-
ures suppìied by the f irms. l.lestern Canadian saìes data is available

from the llanítoba Department of Agriculture. However, onìy I imited data

is avai lable from secondary sources for sales in Eastern canada.

h) Regu I atory Str i ngency

The availablity and accuracy of data for this variabìe

been discussed in the preceding subsection.

has a ì ready
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4.4 CoNCLUS r 0NS

The quality of data severely constrains the abiìity to perform an em-

pirical test of the theoretical model developed in chapter l. Even the

cooperation of the pesticide firms in supplying data does not el iminate

all problems. However, without their cooperation, serious doubts exist

of the ability to conduct an empiricaì test. The foremost data probìem

concerns the measure of expected returns to a given project. The use of

actual sales or profits contradicts the short run, imperfect. information

assumptions of the theoretical model. Furthermore, even if f¡rms sup-

pìied information on expected returns, it would be difficult to estimate

actual returns per project for purposes of comparison. Estimates of re-

turns per project would in turn require estimates of sales per project.

No rel iable source independent of firms exists for this data.

Problems exist with the availability of data required for the compu-

tation of RED wages and of the cost of the candidate entity. Firm sup-

pl ied salary data is not strictly equivaìent to RED wages if pesticide

researchers are also empìoyed in non-RêD capacities. Data for compara-

bìe empìoyment with other sectors is not publicìy available. The cost of

the candidate entity represents a transfer payment internal to the firm.

Avai labi ì ity of such data may be minimal. Furthermore, verification of

the amounts of these transfers wouìd be extremely difficult. Estimates

of costs derived from U.S. data requires some assurflption concerning

what proportion of total costs are charged to the Canadian subsiOiary.

Problems arise in the quality of data for several variables specified

in the returns function. Saìes data for Eastern Canada is aìmost non-

ex¡stent. Furthermorer Sêles per registered use do not appear to have
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been publicly colìected anywhere in Canada. l.rithout such data, deriving

a value for the market size variable is extremely difficuìt. This ìack

of sales data also impairs the abiìity to derive estimates of total pes-

ticide sales by firms. Advertising expenditure data may also be very

diff¡cult to col lect, given the possibìe inaccessibi I ity of data for

teìevi sion adverti si ng.

To enhance the qual ity of data avai lable for an empirical test, it
would appear that two conditions would have to be met:

'l . the cooperat ion of pest ic ide f irms, and

2. scrut i ny of f i rm suppì i ed data by outs ¡ de rexperts' and compar i -

son with independent data from as many sources as possibìe.

l'Je have dealt with the second condition in this chapter. lt is beyond

the scope of this study to suggest means by which the first condition

could be ach î eved.



Chapter V

SUIIT4ARY, CONCLUSIONS, AND LII'lITATIONS

5.1 SUr'lr,lARY AND C0NCLUS l0NS

The objective of this study was to develop a conceptual framework ca-

pable of est¡mating the direction and magnitude of the impacts of Cana-

dian pestícide regulatory requirements on new entity registration. This

goal was achieved through a review and synthesis of received economic

theory of research and deveìopment and empi r ical ly observed behavior of

the Canadian pesticide industry.

Chapter 2 presented i nformat i on necessary for developi ng an under-

stand i ng of the Canad i an pest i c i de i ndustry and the regul atory framework

under which it operates. A review of Canadian pesticide use data sug-

gested that agr i cu I tura ì use accounts for the maj or i ty of the tota I

quantity of pesticides applied in Canada. These Canadian markets are

served by subsidiaries of foreign multinationals. These subsidiaries act

prímari ìy as distributors, rather than as manufacturers or formulators.

0n a unique compound basis, l0 percent of all active ingredients and 70

percent of formulated product is imported. The American market is a par-

ticuìarly important source, with 75 percent of Canadian pesticide con-

sumpt i on suppl i ed by the Un i ted States.

An analysis of market structure indicated that Canadian pesticide

markets are highly concentrated because of inherent product specificity

and mode of action. A comparison of U.S. and Canadian markets suggested
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Canadian use tend to serve much

A review of previous empirical studies of the pesticide development

process identified the size and share of the potential market, the costs

of Rê0, and the efficacy and toxicity of the compound in relation to its

competitors, as signif icant decision variables.

Severaì conclusions were derived from this descriptive anaìysis.

First, Canadian markets are served by subsidiaries of large multination-

al firms that concentrate their sales efforts on the large U.S. market.

A primary means of rivalry among these multinationals is the development

of new pestic¡de entities. These entities are targeted for this ìarge

U.S. market so as to spread the large fixed costs of R6D and production

over the largest output possibìe. Given the subsidiary nature of Cana-

dian firms, and the high degree of product differentiation in Canadian

markets, introduction of new entities plays a major roìe in the rívalry

of Canadian firms.

l'1any of the R6D activities ìeading to new entity development for the

U.S. market need not be dupl icated to obtain Canadian registration.

Furthermore, for tests concerning human heaìth impacts, Canadian firms

are abìe to use data aìready generated to meet U.S. requirements. How-

ever, efficacy, residue, and environmental data unique to Canadian con-

ditions do need to be generated. Th¡s finding is significant because the

factors affecting the deveìopment decision are primari ly economic in na-

ture. ln particular, the decision to proceed is significantìy influenced

by the costs of RED relative to expected saìes revenue. Therefore, the

costs imposed by Canadian data requirements may be large enough relative
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to expected revenues to d i scourage Canad i an reg i strat i on of new ent i -

ties. As a resuìt, both RED costs and expected sales revenues brere in-

corporated into the conceptual framework.

The theoret¡ cal bas i s for the conceptuaì framework I i es i n several

definitions of research and development, each of which stresses that the

primary motive for commercial firms to conduct R¿D is the expectation of

profit. Bui lding upon this characterization, a representative pesticide

firm is assumed to maximize expected profit in determining the level of

R6D output. The output of Canadian R6D is defined to be the number of

unique use registrations per new entity, in recognition that RED must be

conducted for each registration. A representative firm is assumed be-

cause of:

I . the homogene i ty of

2, the un i formi ty of

makers, and

3. the un i form i ty of

across f i rms.

Canad i a.n R&D cap i ta I and I abor i nputs

variabìes anaìyzed by pesticide R6D decision-

Canadian pesticide registration requírements

The assumption of profit maximization is not only consistent with em-

píricaì studies of pesticide RED by Goring, Hatch, and Stanford Research

lnstitute, but also has considerable theoreticaì support. Scherer de-

veìoped a model in which he assumed that private firms conduct R6D so as

to maximize the surpìus of discounted expected benefits over discounted

expected costs. Scherer defined costs and benefits as functions of de-

veìopment time. ln his modeì, the sìope of the benefits function is also

strongly influenced by market structure. However, Schererrs model ig-

nores differences in product quality,

in pesticide firm deveìopment rivalry.

an extremely important dimension
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llansfield also assumes that private firms act as profit maximizers.

He deveìoped and tested a modeì reìating the discounted estimated profit

and the degree of technical diff¡culty to the proposed leveì of spending

for a given project. However, ilansfield excludes consideration of the

determinants of expected revenues accruing to the project.

Bai ly assumed that U.S. pharmaceut¡cal firms are profit maximizers.

He makes use of a returns function and an R6D cost function. Using ex

pgg! econometric anaìysis, Bai ly calcuìates the internal rate of return

to pharmaceuticaì RED, but his analysis does not provide estimates of

the impacts of individual exogenous variables.

tJhile this body of previous research presents a strong theoretical

conceptio¡ of commercial R6D as a profit maximizing activity, each model

lacks some key element necessary for anaìysis of the problem at hand.

The framework developed here attempts to redress these shortcomings. The

model given here assumes projects are developed in the order of decreas-

ing discounted expected profit. Discounted expected profits are calcu-

ìated by deducting discounted expected RED costs from discounted expect-

ed returns, for each project j. Firms are assumed to seìect between

projects, involving a fixed number of candidate entities avai lable from

parent firms, each,Year t. A key assumption of the model is that the

representative firm makes its development decisions in an uncertain en-

v i ronment. I n year t, the f i rm must forecast:

ì. the length of the planning horizon over which the expected re-

turns and costs wi I ì be projected, and

2. the expected vaìues for each of the variables over this hor
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ln each subsequent year, the firm must adjust the expected length of the

planning horizon for projects started in t, estimate the horizon for any

new project' and for the entire set of projects, reforecast the expected

values of the variables.

The RED cost and return functions for a representat¡ve project are

assumed to be functions of sets of unique exogenous variables. The

short run costs of R6D are hypothesized to be an increasing function in

each of two inputs of a fixed coefficient production function. These in-

puts are the cost of the fixed input, that is, the cost of the candidate

entity, and the cost of a homogeneous bundle of R6D inputsr âs repre-

sented by R6D labor. These costs are expected to change over the devel-

opment per i od, def i ned as that port i on of the pl ann i ng hor i zon wh i ch

corresponds to the length of development time required for commercial

readiness in the absence of any registration reguirements. That is, dis-

counted expected RED costs are a function of the average, over the de-

veìopment period, of projected values of these inputs.

Fol lowing llansfieìd, R&D costs are also hypothesized to be an in-

creasing function of the technicaì d¡fficuìty inherent in deveìopíng the

project to commercial readiness. Given the importance of yieìd savings

to the commercial success of pesticides this variabìe is measured by the

inverse of the percentage difference in crop yields between treated and

untreated test plots. The vaìue of this var iable is assumed constant

over the development period.

Research data concerning the safety of the chemical to both the host

plant and the user is assumed to be partially reusable. This data recy-

cl ing is hypothesized to reduce the R6D costs. Thus, the cost function
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incìudes the expected number of uses developed from the same candidate

entity to measure this effect. The value of this variable is assumed un-

changed over the development period.

The review of previous work identified several addit¡onal hypotheses

concerni ng hypothes i zed determi nants of RED costs. tt¡ nas i an hypoth-

esized a positive relationship between RED output per unit cost and the

degree of firm diversification. Schumpeter and Galbraith both hypoth-

esized a Posit¡ve relationshìp between firm size and RED output per unit

cost. However' an analysis of the structural characteristics impì ied by

these hypotheses to that of the Canad i an pest i c i de i ndustry suggests

that these hypotheses are not relevant to the present Canadian context.

Rather, these effects are more apparent at the parent firm stage. To

test this concìusion, the cost function incìudes the number of candidate

entities avai labìe in year t to measure the effects of diversification

and firm size. The value is assumed constant throughout the development

per i od.

Returns to a given project are defined as the difference between rev-

enues and costs of production (excluding R6D costs), distribution, and

promotion. Following Scherer and Baily, these costs are assumed to be a

function solely of the quanti ty of formulated product sold. Hence, r€-

turns are a function of demand-related price and promotionaì variables.

Schmookler stressed the importance of demand factors on R60 output.

He hypothesized that the supply of new products responds with a lag to

the expected gain from such an invention. The expected gain in turn is
directly related to the expected sales of the good embodying the inven-

t ion.
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Nelson' Peck and Kaìachek hypothesized that increases in the demand

for advances which reduce the cost of existing products, or for advances

which permit higher Derformance, both lead to increased demand for inno-

vation. Foì lowing Schmookìer, they suggest that a proxy for this demand

is the ou+-put of the industry demanding the invention.

Bai ly, and Peltzman, both used market size (total sales) as a proxy

for expected saìes of new ethicaì drugs. Given this strong theoretical

and empirical support, the discounted expected returns function is spec-

ified to be an increasing function of planned agricultural output. This

variable is measured as the average value, over the planning horizon, of

the forecasted acreage treated with chemical pesticides for the particu-

I ar rhost crop-pest' use comb i nat i on.

Nelson et. al. hypothesize that the demand for pest control methods

conserving a scarce resource wi I ì increase as the relative scarcity in-

creases. An examination of the set of pest control practices used in

Canadian agricuìture suggests that chemical pesticides conserve labor.

Therefore, discounted expected returns are specified to be an increasing

function of the average vaìue, over the planning horizon, of the fore-

casted reaì wage of labor.

Recognition that the demand for new registrations is derived from the

demand for the agricultural commodity leads to the hypothesis that dis-

counted expected returns are a positive function of the commodity price.

Scherer, and Baily, both hypothesized that returns are positiveìy re-

ìated to the level of advertising expenditures. Vernon and Gusen include

promotional expenditures as a determinant of average sales per new phar-

maceutical entity. Discounted expected returns are specified to be an
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increasing function of the average value, over the planning horizon, of

forecasted adverti s ing expendi tures.

An inverse reìationship between expected returns and the reìative
price of the new entity was hypothesized. Empirical studies conducted

by Arthur D. L i tt I e, I nc. and Stanford Research I nst i tute support the

inclusion of this variable in a model of pesticide RED decisionmaking.

Therefore, the discounted expected returns function is specified to in-

crease with the average value, over the planning horizon, of the fore-

casted cost per hectare of the market leader.

Lancaster developed a theory of consumer demand in which differences

in product qual ity pìay a large role. ln particular, characteristics em-

bod i ed i n goods are the d i rect obj ects of preference. New goods are

packages of existing characteristics in new proportions, or packages

possess i ng more of each character i st i c than do ex i st i ng goods. The most

relevant character i sti c of a pest control product i s host crop savi ngs

in yield. This assumption is supported by the empirical studies conduct-

ed by Arthur D. Littìe, lnc. and Stanford Research lnstitute. Discounted

expected returns are specified to be an increasing function of the dif-
ference in yield savings between neb/ use j and the existing market ìead-

er. The value of this variable is assumed to remain constant throughout

the planning horizon.

Firm size has also been hypothesized to be positively related to RED

returns. Scherer hypothesizes that the larger the firm, the greater the

firm image. ln turn, the greater the image, the greater the demand re-

sponse for a new product, holding direct promotion constant. Attempts to

test this hypothesis by both Scherer and Comanor can be criticized on
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the grounds that single equation regression techniques fai ì to differen-

tiate the hypothesized supply and demand related effects of firm size.

The specification of uníquely identified equations in this study over-

comes this probìem. The discounted expected returns function includes a

measure of firm size, namely the average pesticide sales of firm i pro-

j ec ted over the p ì ann i ng hor i zon .

The hypothesized impact of regulation was analyzed to complete the

model specification. lt was observed that previous studies could be

classified as either supply-related or demand-related models.

Bai ly employed a production function relationship to estimate the im-

pacts of regulation in pharmaceuticaì R¿D. His model specified the num-

ber of new entities to be a function of lagged RED expenditures, the de-

pletion of the stock of available research opportunities, and a binomial

dummy variable to measure the impact of regulatory change. Several re-

searchers criticized Bai ly's modeì on the grounds that the lag between

RED expenditures and output was fixed, and the arbitrary formulation of

the depl et i on var i abì e.

Grabowski et. al. specified a production function model with a struc'

ture similar to that employed by Baily. However, they attempted to sepa-

rate the effects of depìetion and regulatory stringency by using re-

stricted least squares, where U.S. drug R6D productivity was restricted

to that estimated for the U.K. However, by restricting the coefficient

of the depletion variable to a negative value, the model is unabìe to

capture the productivity increasing effects of increasing scientific

knowledge. Furthermore, the use of the time trend wouìd be highly corre-

lated with their measure of regulatory stringency, possibly biasing the

estimates. F inaì ìy, the assumed lag structure is sti I I restrictive.
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Hatch provides a fìexible lag structure between RED output and

expenditures in his production function modeì of U.S. pesticide regula-

tion. Hatch's primary contribution is his recognition that RED expendi-

tures in any year must be allocated among all projects under development

in that year. However, he makes the strong assumption that expenditures

per project are equaì for a given year, regardless of the stage of de-

velopment for each project.

Several important contr ibutions made by these studies include

l. the recognition of international RêD relationships,

2. the recogn¡ tion that regulatory str ingency may change wi th t¡me,

suggest i ng a cont i nuous measure of th i s var i abì e, and

3, the identification of a direct and an indirect effect of regula-

t i on on RED. The d i rect effect be i ng the i ncreased RED expend i -

ture per new registration, and the indirect effect being the in-

creased lag between initiation and registration.

These previous studies attempted to measure the impacts of regulation

at the industry level, and at the time registration was granted. lt is

clear, however, that the impact of reguìatory stringency must be felt at

the time the deveìopment decision is made. Therefore, the model deveì-

oped in this study is specified to measure these impacts at the time of

ini tiation, not registration.

Peltzman employs ardemand pull'model of research output. ln partic-

ular, he specifies the number of new drugs to respond with a ìag to ex-

ogenous demand factors. However, Peìtzman also attributes the behavioraì

response of firms in their deveìopment decsion to supply related factors

and includes such a variable in his single equation model. Hence, his
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equation is not uniquely identified and the resulting estimates may be

b i ased.

Although previous research cast models in supply- or demand-reìated

frameworks, the impacts of regulation hypothesized in these models may

be conceived in terms of expected costs and returns. The direct effect
of increased regulatory stringency ¡s to increase the expected cost of

RêD per project. The indirect effect is to increase the Iag between dis-
covery and registration, hence reducing the amount of R6D output per

given expenditure for any given year. Thus the discounted expected RsD

costs are also a positive function of regulatory stringency. The impacts

of simultaneously increasing regulatory stringency in the u.S. are cap-

tured independently by inclusion of the variable measuring the cost of

the cand i date ent ¡ ty.

The probability of successful registration decreases in the presence

of regulation. Furthermore, regulatory delay increases the lag between

discovery and commercial introduction. Thus, the discounted expected re-

turns are a negat i ve funct i on of regu I atory str i ngency .

For both equat i ons, regu I atory str i ngency ¡ s def i ned as the average

estimated number of months from appl ication to regulatory approvaì.

By confronting this model with data for pesticides that gained or at-
tempted to gain registration in Canada, estimates for the parameters may

be obtained. These estímates wi I I provide poì icy-makers an indication of

the impact of an increase in regulatory delay. Frequency distributions

of the discounted expected profit to a representative project may be de-

picted for two scenarios -- no regulation and regulation. The two dis-
tributions may be compared to give an indication of how many registra-

tions are not pursued because of increases in regulatory stringency.
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Chapter 4 exami ned the quaì i ty of data that could be used to

empirical ly test the conceptuaì framework. For each variable, the avai ì-

abil ity and accuracy of the data was assessed under two scenarios: as-

suming the full cooperation of firms, and assuming firms refused to pro-

vide any information. lt was concluded that the quality of data severely

constrains the abi I ity to perform an empirical test of the modeì. Even

the cooperation of the firms wouìd not eliminate all problems concerning

verification' and the level of disaggregation needed. However, without

such cooperation, serious doubts exist over the abi I ity to conduct the

test. Thus, the first condition in obtaining qual ity data is to ensure

the cooperation of the firms. A discussion of the means to achieve this

objective is beyond the scope of this study.

5.2 Lil'lrTATr0NS AND SUGGESTT0NS F0R FURTHER RESEARCH

Two possibìe sources of I imitations exist. The first lies in the de-

velopment of the framework itself. The second lies in the practical ap-

pì ica'.ion of the model .

A careful review of the model development outlined in Chapter J sug-

gests that the conceptual approach does not appear to be a ì imiting fac-

tor. Each statement is firmìy ground in the received economic theory of

R¿0. Furthermore, the step by step construction of the modeì apppears

logicaì ly sound. F¡nal ìy, the review of the empirical studies of the

pesticide R8D process lend considerable support to the model specifica-

tion.

However, the practical application of the model appears to be a lim-

it¡ng factor. This I imitation immediately suggests two avenues for fur-



ther research. The first item on the agenda would be to explore the

costs and benfits associated with different strategies of obtaining ac-

curate data from the firms themselves. The second is to deveìop alterna-

tive sources of quaìity data, independent of the firms. l.J¡thout the

framework developed in this study, it would be difficult for pol icymak-

ers to determine what information is important to consider. Having iden-

tified the saì ient features, the modeì helps to formulate the proper

questions to ask to obtain accurate information.
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